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Dear Reader, 
This Leaflet is the second and last special issue of the "CAHAC 
Products Guide" exceptionally published in the frame of the CERN CAMAC 
News. These two ad interim Products Guides were meant to allow more 
time to the European CA}1AC Association (ECA) to explore other possibili-
ties of publication after CEC stopped the CAMAC Bulletin after some 
three years of CAM.AC promotion. 
This exploration process, including enqu1r1es about needs for 
it are still going on. About this Products Guide topic please, from now 
on, contact ECA Secretary, Dr. H. Meyerl) or ECA Chairman, Prof. Dr. 
K. Zander2) 
The mailing lists used for this CAMAC Products Guide has been 
a combination of the usual CERN CAMAC News list with the list provided 
by the CEC in Luxembourg when it published and distributed the former 
"CANAC Bulletin". ESONE members have also been added. He do hope that 
some form of a CAMAC Products Guide will continue to appear under the 
auspices of ECA. 
1) EURATOM BCMN, Steenweg naar Retie, 2440 Geel, B 
2) HMI Institute, Glienickerstr. 100, 1 Berl-lrt 39, iBRD 
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C A H A C P R 0 0 U C T S G U I D E 
• • • • • ~ • • • • + • • • • • • • • 
THIS GUIDE CONSISTS OF A LIST OF CAHAC EQU!PHENT 
WHICH IS BELIEVED TO BE OFFERED FOR SALE BY MANU-
FACTURERS IN EUROPE AND THE USA. THE INFORMATION 
HAS BEEN COMPILED BY CERN-NP-ELECTRONICS ANO IS 
MAINLY BASED ON INFORMATION COMMUNICATED BY MANU-
FACTURERS ANO AVAILABLE UP TO THE 31ST Of 





- N IS NEW, C IS CORRECTED ENTRY 
- 1 TO 25, INDICATES HODULE WIDTH OR - FOR 
JANUARY 1977. 
EVERY EFFORT HAS BEEN MAO£ TO ENSURE THE 
COMPLETENESS AND ACCURACY OF THE LIST, AND IT IS 
HOPED THAT HOST PRODUCTS AND MANUFACTURERS HAVE 
BEEN INCLUDED. INCLUSION IN THIS LIST JOES NOT 
NECESSARILY INDICATE THAT PRODUCTS ARE FULLY COM-
PATIBLE WITH THE CAHAC SPECIFICATIONS NOR THAT 
THEY ARE RECOHHENDED OR APPROVED BY THE ESONE 
COHHITTEE. SIMILARLY, OMISSION FROM THIS LIST DOES 
NOT INDICATe DISAPPROVAL BY THE ESONE COHHITTEE. 
NO UPDATING INFORMATION FOR THE SOFTWARE S~CTION 
HAS BEEN RECEIVED. THE REAaER IS REFERRED TO THE 




CRATES - THE NUMBER OF STATIONS AVAILABLE 
- 0 INOICATES UNKNOWN WIDTH OR FORMAT 
- BLANK, THE WIDTH HAS NO MEANING 
- NA INDICATES OTHER FORHAT,NORMALLY A 
19 INCH RACK MOUNTED CHASSIS 
- NUMBER IN BRACKETS IS ISSUE NUMBER OF THE 
BULLETIN IN WHICH THE ITEM WAS OR IS 
DESCRIBED IN THE NEW PRODUCTS SECTION 
- DATE ON WHICH ITEM BECAME OR WILL 
BECOME AVAilABLE 
CLASSIFICATION GROUPS 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
PAGE CODE 
o1 DATA MODULES- I/0 TRANSFERS AND PROCESSING 
.......................................... 
2 .11 DIGITAL SERIAL INPUT MODULES --SCALERS,TIHE INTER-
VAL AND BI-DIRECTIONAL COUNTERS,SERIAL COOEO ETC 
• 12 DIGITAL PARALLEL INPUT HODULES --STORING AND NON-
STORING RfGISTERS,COINCo LATCH,LAH,STATUS ETC 




.23 UNITS RELATED TO ~600 BRANCH OR OTHER PARALLEL 
MODE CONTROL/DATA HIGHWAY --CRATE CONTROLLERS, 
TERMINATIONS,LAH GRAOERS,8RANCH/BUS EXTENDERS 
TEST EQUIPHENT 
............... 
27 .31 SYSTEM RELATED TEST GEAR 
PULSE GENERATORS, PARALLEL/ TTL OUl'PUT,DIHVERS 27 .32 BRANCH RELATED TESTeRS/CONTROLLERS AND DISPLAYS 
1a o14 DIGITAl I/0, PERIPHE~AL AND INSTRUMENTATION INTER- 27 .33 DATAWAY RELATED TESTERS AND DISPLAYS 





PRINTER- 1 TAPE- 1 DVH-,PLOTTER- A"JO ANALYSER INTER- 28 .3r. HODULE RELATED TEST GEAR (MODULE EXTENDERS) 
FACES,STEP-HOTOR DRIVERS,SUPPLY CTR,DISPLAYS 
.15 DIGITAL HANDLING AND PROCESSING HOOULES --
AND/OR/NOR GATES,FAN-OUTS,OIGITAL LEVEL AND CODE 
CONVERTERS,BUFFERS,OELAYS,ARITHHo PROCESSORS ETC 
• 16 ANALOGUE MODULES --ADC,OAC,HULTIPLE~ERS,AMPLI· 
FIERS,LINEAR GATES,OISCRIHINATORS ETC 
o17 OTHER DIGITAL ANO~OR ANALOGUE HOOUL~S --HIKED 
ANALOGUE AND DIGITAL,NOT OATAHAY CONNECTED ETC 
.2 SYSTEH CONTROL EQUIPMENT- COMPUTER COUPLERS, 
CONTROLLERS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT 
29 .37 OTHER TEST GEAR FOR GAHAC EQUIPMENT 
3[ 
32 
CRATES, SUPPLIES, COMPONENTS, ACCESSORIES 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
.~1 CRATES AND RELATED COMPONENTS/ACCESSORIES 
CRATES -WIIHIWIT-HOIJT OATAHAY AND- SUPPLY; 
BLANK CRATES,CRATE VENTILATION GEAR 
.~2 SUPPLIES AND RELATED COMPONENTS/ACCESSORIES 
SINGLE- ANO HULTI-CRATE SUPPLIES,BLANK SUPPLY 
CHASSIS,CONTROL PANELS,SUPPLY VENTILATION 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 33 .~3 RECOMMENDED OR STANDARD COMPONENTS/ACCESSORIES --
BRANCH CABLES,CONNECTORS ETC,OATAWAY CONNECTORS, 
BOARDS ETC,BLANK HOOULES,OTHER STND COMPONENTS e21 INTERFACES/DRIVERS AND CONTROLLERS --PARALLEL MODE 
FOR ~680 BRANCH AND OTHER HULTI-CRATE BUS, 
SINGLE-CRATE SYSTEHS,AUTONOMOUS SYSTEHS 
Z5 o22 INTERFACES/CONTROLLERS/ORIVERS FOR SERIAL HIGHWAY 
NC DESIGNATION l SHORT DATA 
• 2 • 
0 F 
• 'if ... 
TYPE 
.1 DATA MODULES- I/0 TRANSFE~S AND PROCESSING 
.......................................... 
MANUFACTURER 
o11 DIGITAL SERIAL INPUT MODULES -·SCALERS,TIHE INTER-
VAL AND BI-DIRECTIONAL COUNTERS,SERIAL COOED ETC 
.111 SIMPLE SERIAL BINARY R~GISTERS 
QUAD SCALER t16BIT,5QHHZJ 
24 BIT SCALER t15HHZJ 
HINISCALER t2X1&BIT,30HHZ,SEPARATE GATES 
AND EXTERNAL RESET,NIH LEVELS) 
HINISCALERt2X16BIT,3CHHZ,SEPARATE GATES 
AND EXT RESET,NIH LEVELSJ 
DUAL 150 HHZ 16 BIT SCALER CONE 50 OHHS, 
ONE UNTERHINATEO NIH INPUT PER SCALERJ 
QUAD SCALER C~X12 OR 2X2~ BIT, 1511HZ) 
DOUBLE SCALER C24/16BIT,50HHZ,2 I/P ~ 
3 GATE HOOES,INHIBIT, P1-0VE~FLOH) 
DUAL 150 MHZ 24 BIT SCALER CONE 50 OHHS, 
ONE UNTERHINATED NIH INPUT PER SCALERI 
QUAD CAHAC SCALER C4X168IT OR 2X32B1Tt 
40 HHZJ 
QUAD CAHAC SCALER l4X16BIT OR 2X32BIT, 
100 MHZ 
TIME DIGITIZER CiltX16BIT,50HHZ CLOCK,KITH 
CENTRE FINDER, USABLE WITH PRE-AMP 511) 
SERIAL REGISTER C4X16BIT,2X32BIT 
SELECTABLE,25HHZ,COHHON GATE,NIH LEVELS) 
HICROSCALER C4X1& BIT,25HHZ,OPTIHIZED 
INPUT,3 NSfC,GIVES TYP 8011HZ COUNT!NGt 
HICROSCALERC4X168IT,2X32BIT SELECTABLE, 
Z5HHl,COHHON GATE,NIH lfVELSI 
~X16 BIT BINARY BLIND SCALER (50 HHZt 
2X32BIT SELECTABLE,COHHON GATE,NIH/TTLJ 
FOUR•FOLD SCALER C4X16BIT,2X32BIT 
SELECTABLE,50HHZ,COHHON GATE,NIH LEVELS) 
FOUR-FOLD CAHAC SCALER C~X16BIT,40HHZ, 
ONE 50 OHHS,ONE HI-Z NIH I/P PER SCALERJ 
TIME DIGITIZERC4X16BIT,CLOCK RATE 
70/85HHZ, WITH CENTER FINDING LOGIC) 
TIHE DIGITIZER C~X168IT,CLOCK RATE 
70/85HHZ,NIH LEVELSI 
SERIAL REGISTER C4X1&BIT,2X32BIT SELECT-
ABLE,100HHZ,COHHON GATE,NIH LEVELS> 
FOUR-FOLD SCALERC4X1&8IT,2X32BIT SELECT-
A8LE,100HHZ,COHHON GATEtNIH LEVELS) 
QUAD SCALER C4X24BIT, 5011HZ, DATAHAY 
AND/OR EXT FAST INHIBIT, NIH LEVELS) 
SCALER-TIMER C4X2~BIT, INT. 111HZ CRYSTAL 
OSCILLATOR, RESOLUTION 10HHZt 
QUAD COUNTING REGISTERC4X248IT,NIH INPUT 
TTL INHIBIT IN,TTL CARRY AND OVf OUT> 
SCALER C4X24BIT, 50HHZI 
QUAD SCALER t4X24BIT,150/125HHZ,OATAHAY 
ANO/OR EXT FAST INHIBIT,NIH LEVELS> 
QUAD SCALER C4X24BIT, 200HHZ, DATAHAY 
AND/OR EXT FAST INHIBIT, NIH LEVELS) 
QUAD SCALER C4X248IT, 125MHZ,INTERRUPT 
STRUCTURE, INOIVIOUAL INHIBIT INPUTS> 
QUAD SCALER (4X24BIT, 200HHZ,INTERRUPT 
STRUCTURE, INDIVIDUAL INHIBIT INPUTS) 
QUAD 100HHZ SCALER (4X24BIT,DISCR LEVEL 
-a.5V,TIHE-INTERVAL APPL,NIH INHIB I/P) 
ItO C 
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1 /72 ( 5) 
1 /73 
1 /71 ( 2) 
NC DESIGNATION i SHORT DATA 
QUAD SCALER (~X2~BIT,300HHZ, 7-SEGMENT 
OISFLAY/SCAL£~, OVF GIVES LAH) 
QUAD BLIND SCALER (4 X 248IT, 300HHZ t 
TIME DIGITIZER 
C& CHANNELS,!& BITS, 100 MHZ CLOCK RATEl 
12-CHANNEL 100MHZ SCALER C1&BIT,-0.5V 
I/P THRt FAST CLEAR, CASCADABLEt LAM> 
1Z-CHANNEL 16 BIT SCALER (CERN SPSZ135J 
HEX TTL/NIH 50 HHZ SCALER 
HEX NIH 100 HHZ SCALER 
12-CHANNEL 100 MHZ SCALER(1ZX24BIT,-0.5V 
I/P THR, COHHON FAST CLEAR \ INHIB, NIHt 










.112 SIHFLE SERIAL OfCADE Rt:GI STERS 
1X6 ECD OECAOE SCALER 
(30 HHZ, BUILT-IN OISPLAYJ 
QUAD BCD SCALER (~X& DECADES,3CHHZ> 
H=X COUNTING R~GISTER (6XZ4BIT, 100MHZ 
NIH \ TTL LEVELS, TTL CARRY OVF, BCDJ 
J EA 20 
90 21 
321 
e113 PRESET SERIAL BINARY REGISTERS 
N DUAL PRESET SCALER (2 X 16 BIT 
NIH FAST LOGIC LEVELS 
N CA~AC DUAL PRESET COUNTER 
PRESETTABLE COUNTER 
(OUAL, 2~BIT, SEPARATE GATES> 
PRESET COUNTING REGISTER (16BIT,10HHZ, 
NIH/TTL IIP,TTL INHIB + OIP,DATAWAY SETJ 
PRESET SCALER CZ~BITJ 
PRESET SCALERl24/1&BIT,50HHZ,DATAW. SET, 
SUFFER,Z I/P l 3 GATE HOOES,INHIB,OVFLOI 
BINePRESET SCALERIBCO-OISPLAYC24BIT/80EC 
5aMHZ,OATAWAY SET,2I/PlGATE HOOES,INHIBI 
DUAL PRESET COUNTING REGIST~R(i6-BrT BINJ 
DUAL PRESET COUNTER/TIMER C2X16/24BITt 
25 HHZ HINt SELF RELOADABLE) 
2X24 BIT PRESET SCALER l100HHZ COUNTINGI 
PRESET QUAD BINARY COUNTER (4XZ4BIT, 
75 HHZ, NIH \ TTL LEVELS, TTL CARRY OVFJ 
lSAHE BUT 50 MHZJ 
PS01& 
CDPC "'PS 21l 02 
~ZOA 
7Q39-1 





J EP 30 
-310 
350 
.114 PRESET SERIAL DECADE REGISTERS 
REAL TIME CLOCK, LIVE TIM£ INTEGRATOR, 
PRt:SET TIHER 
REAL TIME CLOCK C3o8 USEC TO 18.2 HRS, 
PRESET-TIHE AND PRESET-COUNT HODES) 
6 BCO DECADE SCALER (MANUAL AND DATAWAY 
PRES£T,1 HHZ, START/STOP OUTPUT) 
PRESET SCALER 120HHZ,60ECADE BCD,7 SEGH 
LEO INDICATES CONTENTS AND PRESET HOl 
PRESET SCALER(10MHZ,8 DECAOE BCD,DISPLAY 
OF 2 SIGNIF NUHBERS+EXP,HAN PRESET 1 NIHI 
DUAL PRESET COUNTING REGISTERI4 DECADES) 
PRESET QUAD DECADE COUNTER C~X& DECADES, 
75 MHZ, NIH \ TTL LEVELS, TTL CARRY OVFJ 
(SAME BUT 50 MHZl 
RC01~ 
RT C ZC 11t 


































BI RA SYSTEHS 
HYTEC 
.117 OTHER DIGITAL SERIAL INPUT MODULES (BI-DIRECTIONAL 
SEQUENTIAL,SHIFT TYPESI 
INCREHENTAL ENCODER INPUT (ACCEPTS 
QUADRATURE INPUTS, 24 SITSJ 
UP/OOWN PRESETTABLE COUNT£R(24BIT,10MHZ, 
GATE AND PULSE BURST OUTPUTS) 
UP/DOWN PRESETTABLE COUNTER(& BCD O!GITS 











































































NC DESIGNATION l SHORT OATA 
QUAD PRESETTABLE UP•DOWN COUNTER 
DUAL INCREMENTAL POSITION ENCODER lZXZO 
BIT X•Y OIGITIZATION BY UP-DOWN COUNTERI 
TOGGLING SCALER/TIHER (CONTINUOUS 
COUNTING WITH NO CHANGEOVER LOSS> 
- It -
TYPE MANUFACTURER 
3640 KINETIC SYSTEMS 
2IPE 2019 SEN 
0311 SENSION 
.12 DIGITAL PARALLEL INPUT MODULES ·-STORING AND NON-
STORING REGISTERS,COINCo LATCH,LAM,STATUS ETC 
.121 NON-STORING REGISTERS CGATESJ 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE CCERN SPS2133,16BITJ 
INPUT GATE C24BITt SOURCE SELECTION BY 
68IT OUTPUT, DATAWAf GEN STROBE OUTJ 
INPUT GATE 24-BIT 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE C24BITI 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE 124 BITI 
24-BIT ISOLATED INPUT GATE 
C STATIC DIGITAL INPUT C2X16BIT, TTL) 
DUAL PARALLEL STROBED INPUT GATEC2X24BIT 
HANDSHAKE HOOE TRANSFER TO OATAHAY,TTLI 
DUAL PARALLEL INPUT GATE C2XZ'tBIT,NON• 
INTERLOCK CONTROL TRANSF TO OATAMAY,TTLJ 
INPUT GATE DUAL 24 BIT 
INPUT GATE CZX24BIT STATIC DATA, 
INTEGR FOR 1USEC, TTL LEVELS) 
INPUT GATE C2X24BIT STATIC DATA, 
INTEGR FOR 10USEC, TTL LEVELSJ 
CSAHEt INTEGRATION FOR 5HSEC J 
INPUT REGISTER DUAL 24 BIT 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE C3X16BIT INPUT FROM 
ISOLATING CONTACTSJ 
3X16-BIT INPUT GATE 
(INPUTS ISOLATED BY OPTO-COUPLERSJ 
DIGITAL INPUT REG7STER WITH OPTO COlPlER 
-c40BlT PAR~UEL INPUT GUES, WITH U 
WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR 
256X2~BIT PROH MODULE FOR 7025POC BRANCH 
DIGITAL INPUT REGISTER 15XBBIT PARALL 
INPUT GATES,5TH BYTE SETS L,TTL,1=H) 
MITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR 
(MODULE WITH ONLY LOGIC BOARD) 
DIGITAL INPUT REGISTER 15X8BIT PARALL 
INPUT GATES,5TH BYTE SETS L,HLL,1=HJ 
HITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR 
PARALLEL INPUT GATEt16X16BIT,TTLt 1=LONJ 
1ZB BIT RECEIVER (ADDRESSABLE AS 8 16BIT 
WORDS OR 128 1·BIT WOROSJ 
.122 STORING REGISTERS 
INPUT REGISTER 
C2X24BIT, TTL LEVELS, HANOSHAKEJ 
2 X 2481T INPUT REG. WITH OPT. COUPLING 
C DYNe DIGe INPUT C16BIT, TTL, 
LAH IF INPUT 0-1 OR 1•0 OR BOTHI 
C DYNAMIC DIGITAL INPUT 16BIT FLOATING I/P 
PARALLEL-INPUT-REGISTER CSINGLE 16/24BIT 
OPT,REAOY SIGNALS,I/0 TTL,CONTROL BUSt 
CONTACT SENSE C24BIT ISOLATED INPUT REG, 
SENSES 12,24,48VOC OR 120VAC INPUTSJ 
CONTACT SENSE 124BIT ISOLATED INPUT REG, 
SENSES STATE OF SERIES SWITCHES> 
INPUT REGISTER 24-BIT 
INPUT REGISTER C24 INPUTS, + STROBE, 
OPTICALLY ISOLATED) 

















00 20 !l ·2203 
DO 2Q il -2203 
CS 0088 
DO 200-2201 


































































































































( .. , 
(11) 
I 81 
NC DESIGNATION ~ SHORT .DATA 
DUAL INPUT RfGISTERC2X168IT,LAH i STROBE 
I/P \ DATA•REAO-STROBE OIP PER CHANNEL) 
CAHAC UNTERMe liP'S VIA SCHMITT TRIGGERS 
liP FILTER RESPONSE 1USEC TO 1CMS 
DUAL 16 BIT INPUT REGISTER 
CTTL LEVELS, CERN SPECS 0721 
QUAL 16 BIT INPUT REGISTERIEXT STROBE OR 
DATAWAY COMMAND STORES OATA,TTL LEVELSJ 
C DIGITAL INPUT 12X1&8IT FLOATING INPUTJ 
DUAL 2~ BIT PARALLEL INPUT REGISTERCTTLJ 
DUAL 2~ BIT INPUT REGISTER 
(TTL, HANDSHAKE) 
DUAL INPUT REGISTERI2X2~BIT,LAH I. STROSE 
I/P \ DATA·READ•SJROBE DIP PER CHANNELl 
CAHAC UNTERH. liP'S VIA SCHMITT TRIGGERS 
I/P FILTER RESPONSE 1USEC TO 10HS 
ISAHE BUT WITH TWISTED PAIR INPUTS> 
ISAHE BUT WITH OPTICAL ISOLATION INPUT, 
LOGIC 1 = SV OR 12MAJ 
DUAL INPUT REGISTER 12X2~BIT,IIP INTEGR 
TTL, FULL LAM, OUTPUT STROBES) 
INPUT REGISTER 12X2~8IT, 3 HODES OF DATA 
ENTRY, LEO DISPLAYt 
DUAL PARALLEL INPUT REGISTERI2X24BIT.EXT 
LOAD REQUEST,~ OPER MODES,TTL LEVELS) 
2~·BIT DUAL PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER 
lA HAS LO·Z, B HAS UNTERHINAT£0 INPUTJ 
PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER C2X24 BITSl 
DUAL INPUT REG.C2X24BIT,SEP.TIHING,LOGIC 
BITWISE POSINEG,~TII1ING\ 3DATA IN tt00£SJ 
QUAD 2~ BIT INPUT REGISTER 14X24, HAND-
SHAKE DATA TRANSFER, 3 DATA ENTRY HODES) 
DIGITAL INPUT REGISTER, EXTERNAL STROBE 
C~X8BIT INPUT LATCHES, 1X8BIT SET LAHJ 
WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR 
- 5 -
TYPE 



































e123 TERMINATED SIGNAL INPUT REGISTERS ICOINCo LATCH, 
PATTERN ETCJ 
COINCIDENCE LATCH C24 NIH INPUTS WITH 
COHHOff STROBE, EXT RESET, -2NSEC IYVERUP) 
N INTERRUPT REGISTER 12-INPUT STROBE 
NIH FAST LOGIC LEVELS 
12 BIT PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER lNIN> 
STROBED INPUT REGISTER C12BIT COINC AND 
LATCH,NIH LEVELS,PATTERN AND L·REQ APPLJ 
16BIT DISCRIMINATOR-COINCIDENCE REGISTER 
FAST COINCIDENCE LATCHC16BIT,OISCR I/P, 
KIN 2 NSEC STROBE-SIGNAL OVERLAP) 
16 FOLD OCR 116 DISCR, COHHON STROBE, 
-70HV THRESHOLD, FAST SUMMING OUTPUTS) 
16-CH COINCIDENCE REGISTER ISTROBE I/P, 
2NS OVERLAP,FAST SUM OIP AND CLEAR,NIHJ 
16 CHANNEL STROBED COINCIDENCE 116 COINC 
INPUTS, COINC l LAH OUTPUT, 1DNS RESOLel 
PATTERN UNIT 
116 INOIV NIM INPUTS,COMHON NIH GATEJ 
PATTERN UNITC16BIT,IIP STROBED WITH 
COHHON GATE,10 NSEC OVERLAP,NIH LEVELSJ 
16 BIT PATTERN UNIT CNIH IIP AND GATEt 
PATTERN UNIT 16 BIT C16 INDIVIDUAL NIH 
INPUTS,COHHON NIH GATE, CERN SPECS 0211 
16 BIT PATTERN UNIT CCERN 071, .16 INDIV 
NIH INPUTS,COHHON NIH GATE,LED OISPLAYJ 
PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER 124BITJ 
COINCIDENCE BUFFER C2X12BIT,ONE STROBE 



















BI RA SYSTEHS 
SEN 























































































NC DESIGNATION i SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER 
e124 HANUAL INPUT HOOULES (WORD GENERATORS, PARAMETER 
UNITS> 
N QUAD WORD GENERATOR 
(SWITCHES ON FRONT PANEL ANO PeCeBOARDI 
SWITCHBOARD HEHORY INTERFACE 
(FOR SWITCHBOARD TYPE 230•1 ~ 23D-2 
SWITCHBOARD HEHORY C16 WORDS, 18 BIT, 
USABLE WITH 230 INTERFACE} 
SWITCHBOARD H£HORY ADAPTER CEXPANDER) 
WORD GENERATOR( 24BITl 
PARA~ETER UNIT 12 BIT CPROVIDES 12 BIT 
COHHUNICATION,PUSH BUTTON L·REQUESTt 
MANUAL INPUT REGISTER (INPUTS A HAND-SET 
16-BIT HORa, HANUAL AND ELECTR LAM I/Pt 
24 BIT PARAMETER UNIT 
~ORO GENERATO~ 1248IT WORD 
HANUALLY SET BY SWITCHES} 
DATA SWITCHES 
(16/24 BITS,REAOABLE • CONTENT ADO~) 
MANUAL INPUT/OUTPUT (JEST UNIT PROVIDES 
MANUAL DATA INPUT i VISUAL DATA OUTPUT) 
HANUAL INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER C24 BITS, 
SWITCH I/P • LAH, 24 LEO 0/P REGISTER) 
N 6-0IGIT HANUAL INPUT 
WORD GEN£RATOR C24 3ITS OF BINAP.Y DATA, 
SWITCH SELECTED) 
HANUAL REGISTER lFOUR 16 BIT HOROSJ 
PARAMETER UNIT (QUAD 4•DECADE BCD 
PARA~ETERS HANUALLY SET) 
PARAMEtER UNIT CQUAD 4 OECADE BCD 



































o127 OTHER PA~ALLEL INPUT "OOULES . CINCLo LAM AND STATUS 
REGISTERS,SEE .232 FOR LAM GRAuERl 
16-BIT INTERRUPT REGISTER (~TAru~ C~~AR 
CHANGE GIVES LAH UNLESS HASKEO J 
PRIO~ITY INPUT REGISTERC12BITS ORED TO 
LAM,FAST COINC LATCH APPL,HASK REG!STERJ 
INPUT REGISTER C12 BIT, ORED TO LAM, 
COINCIDENCE LATCH APPLY NIH INPUTS) 
INTERRUPT REQUEST REGISTER 
C16 INPUTS, ANY INPUT GIVES LAH} 
INTERRUPT REQUEST REGISTER ( 8 CHANIIELS l 
INTERRUPT ~EQUEST REGISTER 
EXTERNAL LAM REGISTER 
(24eiTt MASKING CAPABILITY) 
lNTE~RUPT ALA~M REGISTER 
116 BITS, INilHIJUALLY HASKABLEl 
64 LINE SURVEYOR lSINGLE OR CONTINUOUS 
SURVEY CYCLES, 3 SURVEY HODES) 
N LINE SURVEYOR (128 LINES, 300NSEC 
SCANNING TIHE/LINE, PROGR. LAM-CONDJ 









J IR 10 
64LS 2052 













o13 DIGITAL OUTPUT MODULES ·-SERIAL/ CLOCKS,TIHERS, 
PULSE G~NERATORSt PARALLEL/ TTL OUTPUT,DRIVERS 
CAHAC CLOCK cu 1 WEHRMANN 
,131 SERIAL OUTPUT HOOULES (CLOCKS, TIHERS, PULSE GENl 
~ TIHER SCALER 24 BIT, 100 HHZ 
N REAL TIHE CLOCK, TI~E RANGE I 
4 HICROSECo TO 18 HOURS. 
TS101/201 GEC-ELLIOTT 
RTC 018 GEC-ELLIOTT 












1 ( 111 
2 /76 
1 /71 ( 2t 
3 /74 









1 /74 ( 11} 
1 ( 9} 
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NC DESIGNATION \ SHORT DATA 
PRESET SCALER ILEVEL OR PULSE TRAIN 0/P, 
DURATION SET BY COHHANO,SINGLE ~ REPEATJ 
CLOCK PULSE GENERATOR 110 FIX ~ 1 PRO-
GRAH~ABLE 0/P, INT. 1HHZ, EXT. MAX 5HHZ) 
SCALER-TIMER C~X2~BIT, INTo 1HHZ CRYSTAL 
OSCILLATOR, RESOLUTION 10HHZt 
N DELAYED PULSE GENERATO~ C~ SEPARATE 
DELAYS, PROGRAM SET IN STEPS OF !ONSECJ 
CRYSTAL CONTROlLED PULSE GENERATORC7 DE-
CADES-1HZ TO 1HHZ-500NS PULSES OUT,TTLt 
REAL TIME CLOCK 
14SEC CLOCK/5HSEC STOP WATCHJ 
CLOCK GENERATOR CINT 10HHZ, EXT 50HHZ, 
8 DECADE STEPS,PLUS PROGRAMMABLE OUTPUTJ 
GATEC CLOCK C10HHZ TO 1HZ, !NT-EXT 
CLOCK, SYNCHRONOUS GATINGJ 
CLOCK PULSE GENERATOR 17 OUTPUTS-1HZ TO 
1HHZ-IN OECAOE STEPS,10HHZ EXT IN,TTL) 
CLOCK GENERATOR liNT 1MHZ, EXT 10HHZ, 
7 DECADES 1HZ-1HHZ TTL,.5USEC WIDTH 0/P 
CLOCK PULSE GENERATORC7 DECADES-1HZ TO 
1HHZ-500 NSEC PULSES OUT,TTL AND N!H) 
1 HZ - 1 MHZ QUARTZ CLOCK C7 0/P - 1HZ 
TO 1HHZ-20D TO 800 NSEC HIOTH,TTL LEVELJ 
QUARZ-CLOCK WITH 2 TIMER FUNCTIONS 
CAMAC-CLOCK-GENERATORC7 OECAOES-10 :1HZ TO 
1HZ,50/500 NSEC 0/P PULSES,2e8V/50 OHMSt 
CLOCK/TIMER C0.001S TO 10 HRS TIME 
INTERVAL,TIHE-OF-DAY OUTPUTJ 
REAL TIME CLOCK, LIVE TIHE INTEGRATOR, 
PRESET TIHER 
REAL TIHE CLOCK 1COUNTS ol SEC TO 999 
DAYS, DISPLAYS HRS/MIN/SEC, 50/60HZ GENJ 
WATCHDOG TIMER (MONITORS SYSTEH ACTIVITY 
GENERATES AUDIO ALA~H I. CONTACT CLOSURE) 
REAL TIHE CLOCK 
REAL TIHE CLOCK 13.8 USEC TO 16.2 HRSt 
PRESET-TIM£ ANO PRESET-C~UNT ~~DES) 
N REAL TIHE CLOCK C100NSEC TO 30HRS, 
PRESET TIHE AND PRESET COUNT HODES) 
INTERVAL TIHER/WATCHDOG (108USEC-3)DSEC 
INTERVAL, 1 SEC--110 SEC TIHEOUTJ 
DEAD TIHE COUNTER 
TIHER HOOULE 
TIHE BASE C10 TO 10BHHZ IN INCREMENTS OF 
10HHlt USED WITH TO 2031/TO 20~1> 
TEST PULSE GENERATOR C5 TO 50 NSEC NIH 
0/P PULSE DER IVEO FROH S 1oF C 25) OR EXH 
TEST PULSE GENERATOR CNIH PULSE PAIR) 
8 CHANNEL DELAY GENERATOR CDELAY 0 TO 99 
TIHES CLOCK, DELAYS CASCAOABLEJ 
SERIAL OUTPUT REGISTER ClZ/16/2~ BIT, 
SCALER OR SHIFT REG, INT. 100HZ l 1MHZJ 
PRECISION PULSE GENERATOR CO TO +-1DVOUT 
1 TO 500US DECAY TIHE,SOHZ REPeFR~Q.J 
OUAL PROGRAMMED PULSE GENERATORC5DHZ/ 
2KHZ/5HHZ PULSE TRAIN 1 LENGTH BY COtiHANDJ 

































o132 PARALLEL OUTPUi REGISTERS CTTL,HTL,NIH ETCl 
N OUTPUT REGISTER C12 OUTPUTS, 
NIH FAST LOGIC LEVELS 
N NIM FULSE ROUTER CCONTAINS 8 DUAL 
SEQUENTIAL GATING CIRCUITS 
OUTPUT REGISTER 





















































































/72 ( :!1 
/73 















NC OESIGNATION L SHORT OATA 
12 BIT PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER CNIHJ 
15 BIT PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER CBIT 
ADDRESSABLE, NIH LEVELS OR PULSESJ 
12 BIT OUTPUT REGISTER(OC OR PULSE 0/P, 
UPOATING STROBE OUTPUT,NIM LEVELSJ 
OUTPUT REGISTER (12BIT, NIH PULSES OR 
LEVEl..S oun 
1&-BlT DIFFERENTIAL OUTPUT REGISTER 
PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER 
(2~BIT, OUTPUT WITH CAMAC STANDARD) 
OUTPUT REGISTER (24 BITt 16 HA 5V OUTJ 
OUTPUT REGISTER C24SIT,OPTO-COUPLER,7HAI 
PARALLEL OUTPUT REG. (248IT,NEG/OPT POS 
TTl.,AOJ. DURATIONLLEVELt4 TIHlNG HOOESJ 
DUAL 16 BIT OUTPUT REGISTER CSELECTABLE 
0/P STAGES ON PLUGASLE PC, FP CONNECTOR) 
DUAL 24 BIT PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER 
OUTPUT REGISTER CZX248IT DATA OUT,OATA-
READY + BUSY FORH HANDSHAKE, TTLJ 
OUTPUT REGISTER C2X24BIT OR 6X8BIT, 
LED DISPLAY) 
24-BIT DUAL OUTPUT REGISTER 
JUAL OUTPUT REGISTER CZXZ4BITt OATAHAJ 
READ AND WRITE, HANDSHAKE CONTROL, 1..0-ZJ 
(SAME BUT HI-ZI 
PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER (2X24 BITS) 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER CX8BIT PARALL. 
OUTPUT REGISTER,NO l.,TTLt1=HJ 
WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR 
CMOOULE WITH ONLY LOGIC BOARD> 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER C~X8BIT PARALLe 
OUTPUT REGISTER, HlL 2~VJ 
HIT~ FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR 
WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR, INVERTING 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER f4X8BIT PARALL. 
OUTPUT REGISTER, HLL Z~V) 
WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR 
WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR, INVERTING 
~ORNIER HOJULES ALSO MARKETED BY SIEMENS 
QUAD 2~ BIT OUTPUT REGISTER C4X2~, HAND-
SHAKE DATA TRANSFER, PROG. 0/P POLARITY) 
128 BIT OUTPUT REGISTER (ADDRESSABLE AS 






















































e133 PARALLEL OUTPUT JRIVERS (OPEN COLL.,RELAY, ETCI 
N 24-HAY RELAY MULTIPLEXER 
CSINGLE POLE CHANGE-OVER) 
N LOGIC DRIVER (166IT, PROGRAH"ED OUTPUT 
LEVE~, LOW= •4VT0•2V,HI6H= OVT0+18Vl 
N COMPARATOR COUNTER CTIHE,FREQ i EVENT 
COUNTS TO SOHHZ,1&BIT DATA WIDTH) 
TRIAC OUTPUT REGISTER C110V OR 22CV ACl 
( BITS, 2 AHPS, ZERO VOLTAGE SNITCHING) 
12 BIT OUTPUT REGISTER IRELAY CONTACTS, 
SELECTIVE SET/CLEAR LAH GENERATION) 
8 CHANNEL TIHEO TRIAC OUTPUT 
8 BIT TRIAC OUTPUT REGISTER 
12-BIT OUTPUT REGISTER CNITH OPTICAL 
ISOLATION,OPEN COLL 0/Pt HAX 30V/130HA) 
12-BIT OUTPUT REGISTER WITH ISOLATED 
RELAY CONTACTS 
DRIVER C16BIT,OPEN COLLECTOR OUTPUT VIA 
MUlTIWAY CONNECTOR,HAX 150MA/LINEJ 
OUTPUT REGISTE~ 













































































































NC DESIGNATION l SHORT DATA 
OUTPUT REGISTER 
(16BITt 150V/o1A HAK) 
OUTPUT REGISTER 
(168IT, ZSV/.SA MAXI 
16-BIT OUTPUT REGISTER (ISOLATED RELAY 
CONTACTS l LATCHBACK INPUT) 
RELAY DRIVER (16 WAY RELAY OUTPUTJ 
PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER (16BIT REED RE• 
LAY,HAX SWITCHED PWR 10W,~ TIMING HODESJ 
PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER CZ4B!T, OUTPUT 
WITH OPEN COLLECTOR, EXTo 3GV/100HAJ 
PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER C248ITt OUTPUT 
WITH OPEN COLLECTOR, TTLJ 
DRIVER C24BIT OUTPUT REGISTER,SET AND 
READ BY COHHANO,Z4BIT I/P DATA ACCEPTEDJ 
OUTPUT REGISTER (24 BIT, 40 HA 3CV OUT) 
(SAHE INVERTED OUTPUTSJ 
OUTPUT REGISTER C24 BITt 1 AHP 6CV OUTJ 
CSAHE WITH RELAY CONTACTS, HUX CONCEPTI 
CSAHE WITH RELAY CONTACTS,FREE CONTACTS) 
C OUTPUT REGISTER C2X16BIT,OPEN COLLECTOR 
OUTPUT ORIVERC2X1&8IT,40HA SINKING,i=LO, 
DATAWAY READ l WRITE,LAH 1/P,STROB£ 0/Pt 
(SAHEt 1=HII 
OUTPUT DRIVERC2X1&BIT,12SHA SINKING,1=LO 
OATAWAY READ l WRITE,LAH I/P,STROBE 0/PJ 
CSAHEt 1=HIJ 
OUTPUT ORIVERC2X1&BIT,TOT£HPOLE,JO LOADS 
OATAWAY READ l WRITEtLAH I/P,STROBE 0/Pl 
ZX16 OR 4X8 BIT OUTPUT REGISTER 
DUAL 16 BIT OUTPUT REGIST£R CTTL LEVELS, 
OPEN COLL OUTPUTS VIA CABLE) 
OUAL OUTPUT DRIVER C200HA SINKING1 24VI 
DUAL OUTPUT DRIVER CHI VOLTAGE DRIVERJ 
C DIGITAL OUTPUT C2X1&BIT, MAX 30VJ 
C OUTPUT REGISTfR CZX16BIT VIA ISOLATING 
CONTACTS WITH READBACK FACILITY 
C DIGITAL OUTPUT C2X16BIT RELAYS) 
PARALLEL-OUTPUT REGISTER C24BITt OPEN 
COLLECTOR OUTPUT. HANDSHAKE FACILITY) 
OUTPUT DRIVERC2XZ~BIT.40HA SINKING,1=LO• 
OATAWAY READ l WRITE,LAH IIP,STROB£ 0/PI 
CSAHE, 1=HII 
OUTPUT DRI~ERC2X2~8ITt125HA SINKING,1=LO 
OATANAY READ l NRITE,LAH IIP,STROB~ 0/PI 
CSAHE. t=HIJ 
OUTPUT DRI~ERC2X2~BIT,TOTEHPOLE,3Q LOAOS 
DATANAY READ l WRITE,LAH IIP,STROBE 0/PJ 
DUAL OUTPUT REGISTER C2X24BIT, OPEN COLL 
0/P, FULL LAH, OUTPUT STROBES) 
OUTPUT REGISTER C2X248IT OR 6X8BIT, 
250HA SINKING, DIODE CLAHPEDJ 
DUAL 24 BIT OUTPUT REGISTERCDC OR PULSE 
0/P,UPDATING 0/P STROBE,TTL OPEN COLLt 
DUAL 24 SIT OUTPUT REGISTER (QC OR PULSE 
0/P UPDATING, 3D~HA SINK, DIODE CLAHPEDJ 
DUAL 24•BIT OUTPUT REGISTER COPEN COLL 
DRIVERS, HAX 24V OR 250HA, REAR OUTPUTSJ 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER C4X8BIT PARALlo 
OUTPUT REGISTER,NO L,OPEN COLL 0/P,i=HI 
WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR, 1=HI 
WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR, 1=LO 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER WITH REED RELAYS 
C4XaSIT OUTPUT REGt OPEN CONTACT=OJ 






















J RS 30 
20R 2008 
20R 2u51HC 















































































































































NC DESIGNATION L SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER 
.1~ DIGITAL I/0, PERIPHERAL AND INSTRUMENTATION INTER-
FACING HOOULES --SERIAL AND PARALLEL I/0 REGS, 
PRINTER-,TAP~-,OVH-,?LOTTER- ANO ANALYSER INTER-
FACES, STEP-t10iOR DRI IIERS, SUPPLY CTR, OI SPLAYS 
COLOR DISPLAY CONTROLLER 
(SHALL PROGRAMMING EFFORTS, SUITED FOR 
OUTFUT OF FAST-RUNNING PICTURES> 
N GPIB INTERFACE 
00 20 [ -2931 
3388 
e141 SERIAL INPUT/OUTPUT HOOULES !GENERAL PURPOSE! 
SERIAL IN/OUT MODULE (TRANSFER UP TO 1KH 
CONTAINS A DATA TRANSMITTER, DATA 
RECEIVER AND 8 CONTROL OUTPUTS) 
SERIAL INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER 1&BIT COOED 
SERIAL BRANCH ADAPTOR 20HA CURRENT LOOP 
COLOUR DISPLAY DRIVER, JOYSTICK INTIZRFACE 
TELETYPE INTERFACE 2DHA 110 BAUD TO 




90 62/ J 
90 1+7 
o142 PARAlLEL I/0 REGISTERS !GENERAL PURPOSE) 
UNIVERSAl INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER 12X168IT 
INPUT, 1X1&BIT OUTPUT, RELAYS OPTIONALt 
UNIVERSAL IN/OUT HOOULE f16BIT DATA !N) 
OUT, 6BIT STATUS TO ANJ FROH UNIT; 
It INTERRUPTS, 3 STROBES TO UNIT) 
N INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTERS 
INPUT RELAY AOAPTER 124BIT I/P RELAY 
COILS, 0/P TO CAH 2.05/CAH 2.09) 
OUTPUT RELAY ADAPTER 124BIT, I/P RELAY 
COILS TO CAH 2.12-1, R~LAY CONTACTS 0/PJ 
OPTOISOLATOR 124 INPUTS, OUTPUTS HAY BE 
CONNECTED TO CAH 2.05/CAH 2.09 
UNIVERSAl INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER 
1& BIT INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER 10/P STAGES 
ON PlUGABLE PC, FP ·coNRECTORJ 
INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER 124 BITS IN, 12 
BITS OUT, OPTICALLY COUPLED) 
C INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER 124BIT,INTEGP.ATEO 
SCHMITT INPUT),2 OUT STROBES 1 2 IN LAMS 
N AS FOR '+00 BUT AOOITIONNAL 8 OUTPUTS BIT 
SETTABlE 
DUAl INPUT OUA~ OUTPUT REGISTER 116B!T, 
TTL IN, OPEN COlL TTL OUT, HAX 4CHA,JQV) 
INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTERI2X24BIT INr2Xi2BIT 
OUT, J ENTRY HODES, LEO DISPLAY) 
BUFFER STORE/REGISTER 132X2i+BIT,HITH 
EXTERNAL ADDRESSING FACILITY) 
CSAHE, 32X24BIT, WITHOUT EXT AODR) 
CSAHE, 32X16BIT, WITHOUT EXT AOORJ 
BUFFER STORE/REGISTER 132X16BIT, WITH 
£XT£RNAL ADDRESSING FACILITY) 
(SAME, 1&X24BIT, WITHOUT EXT AODRJ 









































.143 PERIPHERAL INTSRFACING MODULES !FOR TTY, TAPE ETCI 
N CARD READER DRIVER FOR DOCUMENTATION 
H&OO CARD READER 
N FLOPPY DISC O~IVER 
N LINE PRINTER DRIVER INTERFACE FOR 
TALLY SERIES 2000 LINE PRINTER 
TELETYPE INTERFACE 
(FO~ 5 TRACK CCITT NO 2 COOE) 
TAPE READE~ INTERFACE 
!FOR CT 20DD SERIES TAPE READERS) 
PUNC~ TAPE FAST READER CONTROL 
EC 364 GEC-ELLIOTT 
FDO 01 GEC-ELliOTT 
EC 366 GEC-ELLIOTT 
50 2 POL ON 
526 PO LON 





























































NC DESIGNATION 1 SHORT OATA 
C PUNCI-! TAPE FAST READER CONTROL CRATE 
FLOPFV DISC INTERFACE MODULE 
N CASSETTE DRIVE CSINGLE,CASSETTE TYPE 3HI 
N CASSETTE DRIVE fOUAL,CASSETTE TYPE 3HI 
N CASSETTE INTERFACE 
FLOPPY DISC SYSTEM (UP TO 4 DRIVES, 
IBM COHPATIBLEI 
INTERFACE FOR ASR33 TTY,SERIAL DATA LINK 
TELETYPE INTERFACE FOR HODEL 72A 
SERIAL ORI~ER/RECEIVER CTTY, TTX 1 HOOEH 
INTERFACE, V24 CCITT STANOAROJ 
TELETYPE INTERFACE CFOR ASR 33, SER !/0) 
TERMINAL DRillER 
INTERFACING OUTPUT UNITC8BIT DATA, CONTR 
\ ST~TUS REGS, FOR FACIT SP1 INTERFACE) 
PAPER TAPE PUNCH INTERFACE, COUPLES TO 
FACIT 4G70,0ATA OYNAHICS,RACAL OIGISTORE 
INTERFACING INPUT UNIT C8BIT DA~A/STATUS 
\ CONTR REGS, FOR FACIT SP1 INTERFACE) 
PAPER TAPE R£AOER INTERFACE CCOUPL~S TO 
LINWOOD, TRENO, ~ RACAL OIGISTOREI 
MAGNETIC TAPE INTERFACE 
CTAPE DECKS OR CASSETTES) 
UNIVERSAl ASYNCHRONOUS 
TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER C129 CHA~eBUFFERI 
PERIPHERAL READERC88IT PARALLEl DATA IN, 
NEG OR POS TTL,HANDSHAKE CONTROlS) 
PERIPHERAL DRIVER C8BIT DATA OUT,NEG OR 





C CK 20 
C CK 21 






J TY 21l 


























.1~4 DISPLAY MODULES, DISPLAY AND PLOTTER IHTERFACING 
N DISPLAY POINT PLOTTER 
U024 X U21t CAPACITY ) 
N DISPLAY DRIVER CINTERFACE FOR 
TEKTRONIX STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPES le 
N CHARACTER GENERATOR I o3 CHARACT.ERS, 
7 X 5 MATRIX, 2 SIZES ) 
N DISPLAY VECTOR GENERATOR 
SERIAL HIGHWAY DISPLAY-BIT,BYTE TO 5 MHZ 
16BYTE HENe 9BYTE DISPLAY DATAWAY READe 
N TOUCH PANEL DISPLAY 
N LIGHT PEN FOR HODEL 3225 
N TRACKBALL FOR HODEL 3232 
N KEYBOARD FOR HODEL 3235 OR 3420 
DATANAY DISPLAY CVISUAL.OF ALL LINESl 
LINEAR DISPLAY DRIVER CDRIVES UP TO 16 
BURROUGHS 16 CHAR.OR 32 CHAR.OISPLAYSl 
DATA-TV-CONTROLLER 
DISPLAY UNIT CSC~X10CH CRT, INPUTS- X,Y-
•i-5V, z- 5VI 
DISPLAY DRIVER IFOR CAM 3e01) 
24 BIT DECIMAL DISPLAY 
16 SYMBOLS 0,1, •••• ,g,A,B, ••• ,FJ 
DECIMAL DISPLAY UNIT CAODRESS AND 5 DATA 
DECADES • MULTIPLIER DISPLAYED) 
DISPLAY CONTROLLER CFOR 9007,INCLUDES 
BIN TO DECIHAL CONVERTER) 
COLOUR DISPLAY INTERFACE 
GRAPHIC DISPLAY DRIVER FOR HP1311/TEK601t 
GRAPHIC DISPLAY DRIVER FOR STORAGE 
DISPLAY TEK 602 






































BI RA SYSTEHS 






















































































NC aESIGNATION l SHORT DATA 
DISPLAY SYSTEM COMPRISING 
DISPLAY SYNCHRONIZING 
(COMPATIBLE WITH 60HZ 525 LINE HONITORS) 
DISPLAY SYNCHRONIZING 
(COMPATIBLE WITH 50HZ 625 LINE HONITORS) 
DISPi.AY TIMING 
DISPLAY CONTROL 
DISPLAY REFRESH IALPHANUMERIC + GRAPHSJ 
DUAL LIGHT PEN INTERFACE 
PROGRAHHABI.E COLOR DISPLAY DRIVER 
COLOR MONITOR - 12•, PROF. TRINITRON 
COLOR HONITOR - 19• 
STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE DRIVER 
N ALPHANUHERIC DISPLAY DRIVER 
DISPLAY DRIVER CTWO 1DBIT DAC,OUTPUT 
RANGE +5V TO •5V,TWO OPERATION HODES) 
STOR~GE OSCILLOSCOPE IDRIVER FOR 
TEKTRONIX 611 OR 601,USED WITH 7011J 
SCOPE DISPLAY ORIVfR 
HANUAL CONTROL OF J DD 1Y 
SCOPE DISPLAY DRIVER X-Y-Z ISYSTEH) 




LIGHT PEN FOR FDD 2012 OR CG 2018 
N VIDEO DISPLAY DRIVER IB/W MONITOR DRIVER 
24 LINES OF 48/80 CHAR, ASCII SET) 
LIGHT PEN (INCLUDES TRIGGER SNITCH) 
LIGHT PEN PROCESSOR 
PLOTTER DRIVER 
(2A1~BIT, X,Y OUT +L- 2e5HV) 
C PLOTTER DRIVER (DUAL 10-BIT DACJ 
















J DO 10 
HC 10 
FOD 2!! 12 
SOD 2015 
CG 2018 
1/G 20 28 

















.145 INSTRUMENTATION INTERFACING HOOULES lDVH, SUPPLY 
CTR, STEPPING MOTOR DRIVERS, PULSE ANALYSER CTR) 
N DUAL POSITION ENCODER CZ X 20 BIT 
UP-DOWN COUNTERS J 
N STEPPER HOTOR CONTROLLER 
READ-OUT MODULE FOR WIRE CHAHBERS 
DUAL 15 CHANNEL SERIAL OUTPUT HODULE 
CSTEFPER HOTOR CONTROLLER, TTL> 
STEP MOTOR DRIVER lHAX 32768 STEPS,RATE, 
ROTATION AND START/STOP FULLY COHHANOED) 
STEPPING HOTOR CONTROLLER l DRIVER 
(ADJUSTABLE ACCEL/DECEL,TIHE i MAX FREQJ 
N DUAL CHANNEL STEPPING HOTOR CONTROLLER 
AND DRIVER 
DUAL PULSE TRAIN GENERATOR 
STEPPING MOTOR CONTROLLER, ACCELERATING 
STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER 
C POHE~ SUPPLY FOR STEPPING MOTOR 
CONTINUOUS STEPPER CONTROL C65536 STEPS, 
POSITION/OIRECT.ISPEEO/ACCELER. CONTROLJ 
INCREMENTAL STEPPER CONTROLC65536 STEPS, 
POSITION/DIRECTe/SPEED/ACCELERe CONTROL) 
VARIABLE PULSE ~URATION TRIAC OUTPUT 
MODULE 
TRIAC OUTPUT REGISTER t110V OR 22CV AC) 
( BITS, 2 AHPS, ZERO VOLTAGE SNITCHING) 
POHER SUPPLY CONTROLLER 12-BIT 0/A CONV. 
POWER SUPPLY CONTROLLE~ 12-BITOAC 
CA~AC-TO-SCIPP PHA INTERFACE 
HU~TICHANNEL ANALYZER - CAMAC INTERFACE 
(FOR PACKARD 9000 ANO 900 SERIES HCAJ 
SYNCHRO TO DIGITAL CONVERTER 
(SINGLE AND HULTI•TURN CAPABILITIES> 










J CP 20 





































































































































NC DESIGNATION l SHORT DATA 
DUAL INCREMENTAL POSITION ENCODER (2X20 
SIT X-Y DIGITIZATION BY UP-DOHN COUNTERJ 
INTERFACE FOR MEASURING DEVICES 
IOUAL INPUT FOR 2 INSTRUHENTSl 
PULSE DURATION DEMODULATOR 
HIGH PERFORMANCE DIGITIZER 1150HHZ HAVEl 
HIGH PERFORMANCE DIGITIZER 11GHZ TRANSII 
HIGH PERFORMANCE DIGITIZER 11GHZ TRANSII 
ADG/CAHAC INTERFACE !FOR ANY ADC,2X16BIT 
0/P BUFFER,STATUS,LAH HANDL,CLOCK TIHEI 












.1~7 OTHER DIGITAL I/0 MODULES IINCLe OATA LINKS) 
CAHAC OATA LINK HOOULE 
t16 BIT PARALLELtASYNCHRONOUS DATA LINKI 
BISON-NET HEHORY HODULE 
BISON-NET TRANSHIT.-RECEIVE HODULE 
BIT-SYNCHRONIZER - HARDWARE PROGRAtiABLE 
~ TO 10V INPUT, PCH-SIGNAL IN SERIES 
FORMAT-SYNCHRONIZER IIDENT \ SIP OF DATA 
WORDS, SOFT- \ HARDWARE PROGRAHHABLEJ 
COHHUNICATION INTERFACE IV24/V23/V21 
HOOE~ INTfRFACE WITH AUTO-DIAL OPTIONJ 
N COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE 
TO HOOEH, TELETYPE, CRT 
N AUTOMATIC CALLING UNIT INTERFACE 
COHHUNICATION INTERFACE 
COHHUNICATION INTERFACE W/ BUFFER 
HOJEM ADAPTER 
SERIAL DRillER/RECEIVER U'TY, TT~ \ HODEl( 
INTERFACE, V2~ CCITT STAN :oA~l 
SERIAL INTERFACE CVZ4 SPEC, QUAD VERSION 
VARIABLE TRANSMISSION RATESJ 
SERIAL INTERFACE 
(VARIABLE TRANSMISSION RATE) 
N QUAD TELETYPE INTERFACE 
N HANUAL INPUT-OUTPUT DRIVER 
START-STOP UNIT !START, STOP CLOCK AND 
GATE OUTPUTSJ 
FOUR FOLD BUSY IJONE !START SIGNAL 
INITIATED 8Y COMHANO,DEVICE RETURNS lAHJ 
C DATA TRANS~ISSSION HODULE C50BD TO 9e&KB 
SYNC/ASYNC,VZ~,DUAL CH.,USE WITH 03261 































BI RA SYSTEHS 
BI RA SYSTEMS 

















AND/OR/NOR GATES,FAN-OUTS,DIGITAL LEIIEL ANO COOE 
CONVERTERS,BUFFERS,OELAYS,ARITHHe PROCESSORS ETC 
o151 FAN-OUTS, ANa/OR/NOT-GATES 
FAN-OUT UNIT 12 OREO INPUTS PROVIDE 8 
TRUE 1 2 COHPLEH OUT?UTS,NIH SIGNALS) 
NI~ FANOUT !DUAL FOUR FOLD L COHPL~HENT, 
Nirl ORIVERt -1~MA INTO 5QOHHSJ 
TTL FANOUT <DUAL FOUR FOLD l COHPLEHENT, 
TTL DRIVER, SOMA CURRENT SINK) 
NI~ FANOUT C7-0REO INPUTS, 8 O/P+2 COHPL 
0/P GATED FROM OATAHAYJ 
FAN OUT HO~ULE CIL2 I/P, 16 IL2 0/P) 
SIX-FOLD CONTROLLED GATE IINDIV GATIUG, 
FAN-IN AND FAN-OUT CONTROLLED BY 3 REGSt 




















































































NC DESIGNATION l SHORT DATA 
FAST LOGIC UNIT CUlt HIM INPUTS) 
INPUT READER 256 BITSC16X16 FORMAT) 
N 8-WORO READER I 24B In 
N 8-WORD READER C16BITJ 
N 1&-WORO READER C16BITJ 
- 1ft -
TYPE 





e152 DIGITAL LEVEL CONVERTERS 
6 CHANNEL TTL/NIH CONVERTER 
6 CHANNEL NIH/TTL CONVERTER 
N 8 CHANNEL DUAL TTL TO NIH OR NIH TO TTL 
LEVEL CONVERTER LINK SET. 
HEX CONVERTER CNIH TO TTL LEVELS 
PLUS TWO COMPLEMENT OUTPUTSJ 
HEX CONVERTER CTTL TO NIH LEVELS 
PLUS TWO COHPLEHENT OUTPUTS) 
HEX IL1 TO IL2 CONVERTER 
C6 TTL SIGNALS INt6 NIH SIGNALS OUT) 
UNIVERSAL LEVEL CONVERTER 
.153 CODE CONVERTERS 
DECIMAL INPUT 6 NUMBERS 
3 DIGITS CODE CONVERTER 
CSAHE BUT 3 NUHBERSJ 
CAHAC BCD-TO-BINARY CONVERTER 
CAHAC BINARY-TO-BCD CONVERTER 
WITH DEC I ItA L OI SPL A Y 
GRAY CODE TO BCD CONVERTER 
CDUAL CHANNEL INPUT WITH MEMORY) 
BINARY CODE CONVERTERCBIN-BCD OR BCD-BIN 
CONVERSION, DATA FROM OATAWAY OR FRONTJ 
BINARI TO OECIHAL CODE CONVERTER 
C2~SIT BINARY TO 8 DECADESJ 
BINARY TO BCD CONVERT. WITH DISPLAY 
C24BIT TO 8 DECADES) 
BINARY TO BCD-CONVERTERC2~BIT TO a OECA-
















.154 BUFFER MEMORIES, STORAGE UNITS 
N CORE STORE FOR HIKEX 16/Z~ BIT WORDS 
IN 2,~ OR 8K INCREMENTS 
PROGRAM STOREI~EGISTER CZ56XZ.BIT RAM + 
64XZ4BIT ROM, EXT AJBR, USE WITH 70Z5-2J 
(SAME BUT WITHOUT EDIT ROM) 
lSAHE BUT NO BUFFER AND NO EXT ADORJ 
10Zft WORD 24 BIT STATIC STORE CNORHAL 1 
BYTE HODES. CLEAR, INCRt OECR, READ, 1 
OVERWRITE ON AOORESS REG ARE PERFOR~EDJ 
CSAME WITH HE/tORY ACCESS ALSO FROH FRONT 
PANEL. MASTER/SLAVE OPERATION) 
3-DECAOE AOC L 16-WAY MUX CPRESET X1-X1D 
AHPL, 16XZ4 STORE, 1DIUSECICH UPDATE) 
CSAH£ AS 500-1 BUT WITH 8-WAY MUXJ 
CSAHE BUT BINARY AOCJ 
(SAME AS 501 BUT WITH 5-WAY HUXJ 
CSAHE, BUT AMPL GAIN CAN BE SET AND 
STORED INDIVIDUALLY/CHANNEL, BCDIB!Nl 
N HE/tORY EXPANSION FOR I-BIT BUS 
N RAH HEHORY l~K,24BITJ 
25& WORD FIFO BUFFER 124 BITS PER WORDJ 
4096 WORD 16 BIT STORE 
256 WORDS OF 24 BIT STORE MODULE 
PROGRAMMABLE READ ONLY "EMORY 
C32 WORDS, 18 BITS J 
11< CORE HEHOiiiY CZ4BIT,ZUS CYCLE Tl!tE) 
~K CORE HE/tORY C24BIT,ZUS CYCLE TIHEJ 
BUFFER MfHORY 

























BI RA SYSTEMS 













































































































NC DESIGNATION t SHORT OATA 
BUFFER HEHORY (25&X16BIT WOROS,I/0 HODEl 
BUFFER HEHORY FOR DATA LOGGER 
(256 K 16 BIT WORDS) 
N BUFFER HEHORY (1K9 Z~BIT 9 DHI-MOOE 1 
UP TO 16 HEHORIES HAY BE CHAINED> 





J HT ~0 
F51-lt653/CO 
o155 LOGIC AND ARITHMETIC PROCESSING MODULES 
~ NIH LEVEL, COINCIDENCE REGISTER 
LATCH 16 I/PS AND COMMON GATE 
N NIH LEVEL, COINCIDENCE REGISTER (LATCH 
VERY HIGH SPEED, RESOLo UNDER Z NS.) 
N MICRO COMPUTER AND CRATE CONTROLLER 
(2USEC ,SET 76 INSTR.,HAX &ltK STORE ) 
~ AS HIKEX WITH DMA 
N EXTERNAL CONTROL UNIT (1q"x3,5"l 
EQUIV. TO PDP11-03 MICROCOMPUTER. 
N INTERFACE CARD. CONNECT 1101 TO 1100. 
(SITUATED IN 11n1 UNIT! 
FLOATING POINT ARITHMETIC INTERFACE 
IFOR USE WITH M 126 HARD. FLOAT. POINT) 
C CAHAC COMPATIBLE HICROCOHPUTER 
8080 HICROCOHPUTER 9 TTY, SERIAL 
C CAHAC \ DIGITAL CASSETTE INTSRFACEO 
N CRATE INTERFACE BOARD !FOR TYPE ZC506J 
~ MEMORY UNIT 116K RAH,ItK EPROM FOR CSO&l 
N UNIVERSAL PROH PROGRAMMER 
N I/0 EXTENSION FOR C 506 
MICRCPROCESSOR HOOULE IFOR FAST ASSYo OF 
SPECIAL INTERFACES ETC. 8080 BASED) 
9& CHAN. DRIFT CHAMBER TDC 1.25US-1US 
F.S.,8BITo 40 DEEP BUFFER, OIFF.I/Pl 
126 CHAN.HWPC ENCODER CRECEI~ER 1 OELAY 9 
LATCH, ENCODER, 80 HIT BUFFERtOIFFI/P) 
N CuNTROL MODULE FOR PROGRAMMABLE DE~AY 



































o16 ANALOGUE MOOULES --AOC,OAC,MULTIPLEXERS,AHPLI-
FIERS,LINEAR GATES,~ISCRIMINATORS ETC 
.161 ANALOGUE INPUT MODULES CDC AND PULSE ADCo TDCl 
32 CHANNEL ANALOG DATA SYSTEM 
CEXPANOABLE WITH ADDITIONAL HUX HOOULESJ 
N DUAL DIGITAL VOLTMETER 12X10 BIT, 
OIFF. INPUT, +1011 TO -100 HV l 
N 10 HHZ HIGH SPEED DIGITIZER 
H VERY HIGH SPEED DIGITIZER 
SOH HZ 
H VERY HIGH SPEED DIGITIZER 
5::MHZ 
N SINGLE ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CONVERTER, 
10, 12, 14 BIT 
r~ DUAL ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CONVERTER, 
10 I 12 BIT 
N ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CONVERTER, 
13 BIT, 1& CHANNELt tao HZ 
1& CHANNEL A/0 CON~fRTER. OIFFo INPUTS, 
30US CONVERSION, 12 BITS PROGRAHo GAIN, 
INTo HE110RY 
N 12 BIT ADC USOLATED l/PoPROGR. GAIN> 
N 12 BIT AOC COIFF. IIP,PROGRAHMABLE GAINI 
N 12 BIT AJC (DIFF. liP, FIXED GAINI 
A/F CONVERTER 
512 CHANNEL AOC CPULSE,tSV OR •1DV, 
RANGE, 50 MHZ CLOCKI 


























































































NC DESIGNATION ~ SHORT DATA 
ANALOG OUTPUT IOAC,+\-10V 0/P RANGE,5HA, 
8BIT RESOLUTION, SINGLE 0/P) 
ISAME WITH 1ZBIT RESOLUTION, SINGLE 0/PI 
ISAH£ WITH 8BIT ~ESOLUTION, DUAL 0/P) 
ISAHE WITH 12BIT RESOLUTION, DUAL 0/PI 
ISAHE WITH 88IT RESOLUTION, QUAD 0/PJ 
ISAHE WITH 1ZBIT RESOLUTION, QUAD 0/Pt 
ANALOG OUTPUT IOAC 1 +l-5V 0/P RANGE,5MA, 
8BIT RESOLUTION, SINGLE 0/PI 
ISAHE WITH 128IT RESOLUTICN, SINGL~ 0/Pl 
ISAHE WITH &BIT RESOLUTION, DUAL 0/P) 
ISAH£ WITH 128IT RESOLUTION, DUAL 0/PI 
ISAHE WITH 88IT RESOLUTION, QUAD 0/Pl 
ISAHE WITH 128IT RESOLUTION, QUAD 0/Pl 
~ORNIER HOJULES ALSO MARKETED BY SIEMENS 
OCTAL OAC 110BIT,0-5V,500HHS,10USE~S) 
ISAHE BUT WITH Z'S COMPLEMENT 98IT+S!GN, 
+AND- 51/, 500HMSt 
QUAD OAC 14 CHANNEL VERSION OF DAC 10821 
ISAHE, 4 CHANNEL VE~SION OF OAC 108218) 
N FAST DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE CONVERTER 
13, 12 BIT, 2 CHANNEL 
DUAL 12 BIT OAC 1+/• 1011 OR +/• 5V 0/P, 
FOR X-Y DISPLAY DRIVEt 
N DUAL 128IT BINARY DAC SWITCHED +/- 10V, 
5V OR Ze5V OUTPUT 
N AS 6011 BUT BCO 
N UUAL 12BIT DAC (UNI-POLAR OR 3I-POLAR J 
OUTPUTS AS 600. LOW COST VERSION OF 600 
N DUAL 1oBIT BIN. DAC 114BIT ABSOLUTE 
ACCURACY,SETTLING TIME 3GOUSEC TO Oo01t 
N AS 650 BUT BCD 
C DUAL 0/A CONVERTER 112 BIT,SUSEC CONV. 
TIHE,+1CII, +~·iOV, +t·5V RANGES ) 
OCTAL 0/A CONVERTER t8BIT RESOLUTION, 
~ TO 2HA OR ~ TO +10V OUTI 
0/A CONVERTER, 16 BITS, DUAL OR SINGLE 
CHANNEL, +t·10V OR +10V OUTPUTS. 
JIGITAL TO SYNCHRO CONVERTER, 14 BIT 
RESOLUTION, 60 HZ OR 400 HZ. 
0/A CONVERTER C1ZBIT,5 USEC CONVERSION, 
0/P RANGES +AN0·2.5W/5V/10V AND +5V/10VI 
6 CHANNEL 10 BIT 0-A CONVERTER 
CHANNEL 12 BIT 0/A CONVERTER 
JIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTER 112BIT, CONY 
TIME 10USEC, 0/P RANGE 0 TO 5V 1 MAX 5MAJ 
DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTER l4~10B:T, 
TIME 10USEC, 0/P RANGE +i-5V, HAX 5HAI 
HULTI-DAC 12 CHANNEL 12 BIT 
DUAL OIGITAL•TO•ANALOG CONVERTER l10BIT, 
OUTPUT 0 TO H J V OR -5 TO +5V) 
C DUAL OAC C12BITo•10V TO +10V, OR 
-ZOMA TO +21lMAI 
DIGITAL ANALOG CONVERTER 112BIT 1 3 POT) 
ISOLATED DUAL OAC 110BIT,30USEC,1CV/5MA, 
OPTOCOUPLERo4 TIMING HOOES,RANGE-MOOIF) 
QUAD OAC C6BIT,10USEC 1 5V/50MA 1 4TIH!NG-H, 
+,- LRANGE HOOIF,OPT.GROUND-REJ~o5USECI 
QUA~ OACI1GBIT,10USEC,5V/50MA 1 4TIH!NG•H, 
+,- LRANGE HOOIF,OPT.GROUNO·R~Jie5USEC) 
- 18 -
TYPE 
00 20 ll-1513 
































































.164 ANALOGUE HANOL!NG AND PROCESSING MODULES I IHXI 
SEc ALSO CORNIER AOC TYPES 
N SOLID STATE MULTIPLEXER 16 CHANNEL, 
HIGH SPEED 
SOLID STATE ANALOG HULTIPLEXER1 32 SIHGLE 
END£0 INPUTS OR 16 DIFFER., EXPANDABLE 



























































































NC DESIGNATION i SHORT DATA 
MANUAL CONTROL 
N MULTIPLEXER (32 CH. 2 RELAY CONTACTS) 
N MULTIPLEXER (16 CH. 4 RELAY CONTACTS) 
MULTIPLEXER CONTROL UNIT 
CUP TO 7 CAM 4o08-21 /R CAH 4.08-22) 
12 INPUT ANALOGUE MULTIPLEXER (RANOOH OR 
SCAN ACCESS CONTROLLED BY SKIP REGISTER) 
12-CHANNEL ANALOGUE MULTIPLEXER 
CFET, 5 USEC SWITCHING TIHE, +/-10Vl 
WIDE-BAND ROUTER liZ-CHANNEl 50 OHMS 
ANALOGUE HULTIPLEXERt 
15 C~ANNEL MULTIPLEXER CANALOGUE SIG NALS 
ROUTED TO AOC/DVH,OIRECT +SCAN MODESt 
RELAY HULTIPLEXERI16 CHANNELS,HAX 20CV/ 
5u OMA OR 10VA, DATAWAY SET+INCRoADDRESS 
WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR 
CSAME WITH LOW THERMO VOLTAGE CONTACTSJ 
ANALOG MULTIPLEXER C15 CHANNELS,REED 
RELAYS,HAN AND DATAWAY SEL, EXPANDABLE) 
16-CHANNEL A/0 CONVERTER 
!DIFFERENTIAL INPUTS, 11 BITS + SIGN) 
16-CHANNEL A/D CONVERTER (ACCEPTS 4-20HA 
CURRENT INPUTS, 11 BITS) 
15 CHANNEL RELAY MULTIPLEXER 
15 CHANNEL RELAY MULTIPLEXER CLEMO CONNI 
MASTER MULTIPLEXER (16 CH, 4 POLE REED) 
SLAVE MULTIPLEXER C16 CH, 4 POLE REEDJ 
RELAY MULTIPLEXER 64 NAY 
16 CHANNEL RELAY MULTIPLEXER 
STANDARD LEVELl 
ISAHE FOR LOW lEVELt 
16-CHANNEL FAST MULTIPLEXER CFET 
SWITCHES FOR AOC 1243 AND 1244) 
FET MULTIPLEXER C 16 CHANNELS, 
HAX +OR-10VoDATAWAY SET•INCRoADORESSI 
WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR 
FET HULTIPLEXER C16 DIFF I/P, 
MAX +OR-1QV,OATANAY SET+INCR.AODRESSI 
WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR 
16 CHANNEL A/0 CONVERTER (FET HUX OIFF 
INPUTS, 128IT AUTO CYCLING, OUAL SLOPEI 
16 CHANNEL FAST GIGITAL MULTIPLEXER 
CPUL SE WIDTH HI N 7 NSECJ 
16 CHANNEL MULTIPLEXER (SWITCHING OF 3 
WIRES, HAX 500HZ, MAX 100VJ 
16 CHANNEL MULTIPLEXER (SWITCHING OF 4 
WIRES, HAX 510HZ, MAX 1DOVI 
MULTIPLEXER-SOLID STATE (16 SINGLE-ENDED 
OR 6 DIFF CHAN,RANOOH OR SEQUENT ACCESSJ 
32 CHANNEL ANALOG MULTIPLEXER CSERVE AS 
CHANNEL EXPANDER FOR 5301 DATA SYSTEHJ 
32 CHANNEL ANALOG MULTIPLEXER 
tMAX 100KHZ, HAX +l-5V INJ 
RELAY MULTIPLEXER (32-2 WIRE OR 
10-3 WIRE CHANNELSJ 
FET MULTIPLEXER C32 CHANNELS, 
MAX +OR-10V,OATAMAY SET•INCReADDRESSJ 
WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR 
FET MULTIPLEXER C32 OIFF IOP, 
HAX +OR-10V,DATAWAY SET•INCReADORESSJ 
WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR 
FET HUL TIPLEXER C 6ft CHANNELS, 
HAX +OR-1nV,DATAWAY SET+INCR.ADDRESSJ 





C7 2451-A1673-A 2 





00 20 i.i -1236 










J HX 10 









CAH '+• 0 8-22 
9026 
511l1 
CAM It .07 
750 
DO 20 u-1232 
DO 2D u-1232 
00 200-1237 


































o165 ANALOGUE HANDLING AND PROCESSING HODULES II CLINo 
GATES, AHPLo t DISCRIMINATORS ETC) 
PREAMPLIFIER CAM 4.15 METRIHPEX 























































































NC DESIGNATION l SHORT DATA 
FILTER AMPLIFIER 
IGAIN RANGE•• OFF, Xi, X101 
ACTIVE FILTER AMPLIFIERC18•1900V/V GAIN, 
o25•1USEC GAUSS.PULSE SHAPING,0•10V OUT 
BASELINE RESTORERio11 COUNT RATE STABIL 
UP TO 50KHl,0•10 I/0 SIGNALS,1V/V GA!NI 
DELAY AMPLIFIE~C.25 - 4o75USEC DELAY, 
0 TO 10V IN/OUT SIGNALS, 1V/V GAINJ 
SUH•INVERT AHPLIFIERio21 NON-LINEARITY, 
1V/V GAIN, 0 TO 1DV IN/OUT SIGNALS) 
LIN£AR GATE Co21 NO~·LINEARITY, +/- 1V/V 
GAIN, 0 TO 10V IN/OUT SIGNALS) 
PULSE STRETCHER(.05·.9USEC I/P HIOTH, 
1USEC 0/P WIDTH OF PULSES, .9 V/V GA!NJ 
SINGLE CHANNEL ANALYSER lo2•10V LO/H! 
LEVEL, .z-zv WINDOW, o5•2o5US~C DELAY) 
LINEAR RATEHETER I U TO 100KCPS RANGE, 
1SEC TO 30SEC TIME CONSTANTS) 
LOGIC SHAPER AND DELAY Co2 TO 110USEC 
JELAY, .2 TO 11USEC 0/P PULSE WIDTHJ 
UNIVERSAL COINCIDENCE 
lo1 TO 2USEC RESOLVING TIHEJ 
FAST AMPLIFIER 1200V/V GAIN, 10NS RISE 
TIHE, 200NS TC DIFF, ZOONS TC INTEGRJ 
FAN OUT 
11 NIH IN, 2 NIH i 1 COMPL TTL OUTJ 
DETECTOR BIAS SUPPLY I TO +/•2DOOV, 
1HOHH AND 10MOHH OUTPUT RESISTANCE 
CHARGE PREAMPLIFIER 12.8 KEV, 
Oo03KEV/PF NOISE FOR GEJ 
CHARGE PREAMPLIFIER (1o3 KEV, 
O.OJKEV/PF NOISE FOR GE) 
SCINTILLATION PREAMPLIFIER C&,10E8C GAIN 
Oo1C NONLINEARITY,SOUSEC DECAY TIME> 
FAST DISCRIMINATOR C•Oo15V TO ·1V DISC. 
L~VELt Oo81 NONLINEARITY) 
CONSTANT REACTION DISCRIMINATOR tC.05 TO 
Oo3 FRACTION, 50HV INo SENSITIVITY) 
MANOSECONO DELAY C2o5NS TO &&NS OELAYI 
ANTI-COINCIDENCE /OISCRIHINATOR 
1 X 1& CHANNEL FAN OUT 
Z X 5 CHANNEL FAN OUT 
HANUAL DELAY 
N QUAD DISCRIMINATOR C100HHlJ 
CAHAC CONTROLLED PULSE SHAPER (4 PH IIP, 
4 NH IIP 1 6 NIH 0/PJ 
N FUNCTION GENERETOR (10HHZ,+l•10V,100HA, 
PROGRAMMABLE CURVE SHAPE, AM \ FMJ 
N DIGITAL•TO•SYNCHRO CONVERTER IRGF=2&V, 
SYNC= 11,8V,FREQ=400HZ, RESOL=oC22 OEGR) 
N DIGITAL•TO•RESOLWER CONVERTERCSAHE DATA) 
N SYNCHRO•TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER ISAHE DATAJ 
SAMPLE-AND-HOLD AMPLIFIER (DUAL DIFF 
AMPL,+/•18V RANGE,ZOHA OUT,5USEC S~TTLt 
CSINGL~ AHPL WERSION, BOTH TYPES HAVE 
HOLD AND TRACK HODESJ 
PROGRAHABLE AHPLIFI£R/ATTENUATOR (GAIN 
ODS TO &ODS IN 10 STEPS, ATTENUATION o51 
CSAHE BUT DUAL CHANNEL VERSION) 
PROGRAMMABLE AMPliFIER 
CGAIN 1, 10, 100, 10001 
ISAHE BUT DUAL CHANNEL VERSIONJ 
PROGRAMMABLE PRESISION ATTENUATOR 
(1/1 TO 1/20~8, 20V MAX I/P RANGE) 
DIGITAL WINDOW DISCRIMINATOR lHITH 
126X16BIT BUFFER, PARALLEL + SERIAL I/Pl 
TIME TO PULSE HEIGHT CONVERTER (START• 
STOP I/P, HAX 25&NSECt RESOL 1CCPSEC) 
- 20 -
TYPE MANUFACTURER 
CAH lto16 HETRIHPEX 
1101 POL ON 
111l2 POL ON 
1103 POL ON 
1104 POL ON 
1105 PO LON 
1106 POL ON 
1ZC1 POL ON 
1301A POL ON 
1401 POL ON 
1402 POL ON 
1501 POL ON 
1504 POL ON 
1901 POL ON 
10!l1 POL ON 





JOC 10 SCHLUHBERGER 
JFO 1C SCHLUMBERGER 
JFO 2~ SCHLUHBERGER 
JHD 10 SCHLUI18ERGER 
J OR 10 SCHLUHBERGER 





DO 200-1040 OORNIER 
00 200-1041 
DO 200•1052 OORNIER 
DO 20w -1053 
00 20J-1051t OORNIER 
DO 2Uu•1055 
PPA 2071 SEN 
DWO 2046 SEN 











































































NC DESIGNATION l SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER 
o17 OTHER DIGITAL AND/OR ANALOGUE MODULES --HIKED 
ANALOGUE AND OIGITAL,NOT DATAWAY CONNECTED ETC 
PROM PROGRAHHER 
DUAL BRIDGE POWER SUPPLY 
(fLOATING OUTPUTS EACH HAX 24V/ZOOHA) 
OCTAL FLOATING POWERED BRIDGE 
CPT-THERHO-R APPL, USE WITH CAH 4o08-21J 
OCTAL FLOATING POWERED BRIDGE 
CPT-THERMO-R APPLt USE WITH CAH lto08-22J 
COLO POINT POWER SUPPLY 
(FOR COLJ POINT REFERENCE BRIOGESJ 
OPTOCOUPLER (24 INDEPENDENT CHANNELS) 
OPTOCOUPLER (24 INDEPENDENT CHANNELS) 
OPTOCOUPLER (24 INDEPENDENT CHANNELS) 
OPTOCOUPLE~ (24 INDEPENDENT CHANNELS} 
RELAY COUPLER C24 INDEPENDENT CHANNELS) 
RELAY COUPL£R l24 INDEPENDENT CHANNELS) 
RELAY COUPLER l24 INDEPENDENT CHANN!LSJ 
DATA RECEIVER FOR MECHANICAL OPERATIONS 
(5 DECADE OATA,3 DECADE INSTRUCTION REGJ 
REPROH HEHORY ~ROGRAKHING MODULE 
CA~AC PROH PROGRAHMER 
N PROTOTYPING MODULE CFOR WIRE-WRAP, 
53 POSITIONS, INCL 24 PIN AND 40 PIN) 
C CURRENT SOURCE 
(1UA TO 10HA AND FOR PT 100 ADAPTOR> 
CONTROLLER FOR NI-WIRE-READOUT 




CAM 4. 08-42 












27 34 655/A 
27 31t 655/B 
.2 SYSTEM CONTROL EQUIPMENT- COMPUTER COUPLERS, 





















oZl INTERFA~ES/DRIVERS AND CONTROLLERS --PARALLEL HOOE 
FOR 4600 BRANCH AND OTHER MULTI-CRATE BUS, 
SINGLE-CRATE SYSTEMS,AUTONOMOUS SYSTEHS 
o211 INTERFACES/DRIVERS FOR HULTICRATE SYSTEHS I 
(4600 BRANCH COMPATIBLE) 
EXECUTIVE SUITE 
ASSEMBLY OF HOOULAR CONTROLLERS IN CAMAC 
CRATE, COVERS SYSTEM COMPLEXITY FROH 
SINGLE SOURCE-SINGLE CRATE TO MULTI 
SOURCE-MULTI CRATE SYSTEHS,COHPRISlNG 
EXECUTIVE CONTROLLER ITRANSFORHS 
STANDARD CRATE INTO SYSTEM CRATE ) 
BRANCH COUPLER CON£ PER B~ANCH, HAX 7 
ANO SYSTEM INTERFACE SOURCE UNITS, ALSO 
OPTIONALLY AUTONOMOUS CONTROLLER SOURCE 
UNITS (ALL INSERTED INTO SYSTEH CRATE) 
POP-11 SYSTEH INTERFACE, COMP~SING 
PROGRAM TRANSFER INTERFACE 
UNIBUS TERMINATION UNIT 
INTER UNIT BUS (LINKS UNIBUS TO 
ALL SI SOURCE UNITS FORMING INTERFACE) 
INTERRUPT VECTOR GENERATOR (AaDS AUTONO-
MOUS ENTRY OF GL-OERIVED INTERRUPTS J 
AUTONOMOUS MEMORY ACCESS CONTROLLER 
(2 USEC/WORO TRANSFER TO POP-11 STORE) 
N VERY FAST AUTONOMOUS HEHORY CHANNEL 
l1e7MI CROSEC/24-BIT NORD TRANSFER J 
N DEDICATED LSI-11 EXECUTIVE. 
GEC lt080 COMPUTER INTERFACE. 
NOVA/SUPERNOVA SYSTEH INTERFACE, COHPR 
PROGRAM TRANSFER INTERFACE 
I/0 BUS TERMINATION UNIT 
INTER UNIT BUS 
INTERRUPT VECTOR GENERATOR (256 BIT TRAP 

















































































NC DESIGNATION L SHORT DATA 
INTERDATA 70•SERIES SYSTEM INTERFACE 
COMPRISING 
PROGRAM TRANSFER INTERFACE 
I/0 BUS TE~MINATION UNIT 
INTER UNIT BUS 
INTERRUPT VECTOR GENERATOR C256 BIT TRAP 
STORE, BRANCH OR GL PRIORITY HODES J 
HONEYWELL 3161516 SYSTEM INTERFACE 1 COMPR 
PROGRAM TRANSFER INTERFACE 
I/0 BUS TERMINATION UNIT 
SYSTEM INTERFACE BUS 
GEC 4080 SYSTEM INTERFACE, COMPRISING 
DIRECT TRANSFERS INTERFACE 
INTERRUPT VECTOR GENERATOR 
BLOCK TRANSFER CHANNEL CONTROLLER 
INTER UNIT BUS 
AUTONOMOUS HEHORY ACCESS CONTROLLER 
(2.5 US/WORD TRANSFER TO GEC-4080 STORE) 
N DIRECT STORE ACCESS CONTROLLER FOR 
GEC 4080 COMPUTER INTERFACE. 
GEC 2050 SYSTEM INTERFACE 
CSAHE ITEHS AS FOR GEC 4080 INTERFACEt 
N INTERRUPT VECTOR GENERATOR 
ALTERNATIVE TO ALL OTHER IVG'S 
N NORD 10 SYSTEM INTERFACE COMPRISING 
PROGRAHM TRANSFER 
N INTERFACE OHA MODULE A/8/C BUS 
N TRANSFER BOX C19" BIN> 
N !/0 TERMINATOR 
N HEWLETT PACKARD 2100 PROGRAM TRANSFER 
INTE:RFACE 
,--4 HEWLETT PACKARD 2100 EXECUTIVE CONTROL• 
•LER AUTONOMOUS MEMORY 
N INTERFACE TO 1101/PDP 11•03 MICROCOMP. 
<PERFORMS FUNCTION OF EXEC. CONTROLLERJ 
SYSTEM CRATE TEST UNIT n NO•COHHAN .O TEST 
UNIT FOR CHECKING SYSTEM CRATE SYSTEMSt 
BRANCH HIGHWAY DRIVER 
N BLOCK TRANSFER MODULE FOR SYSTEH CONTR • 
MICROPROGRAMMED BRANCH DRIVER FOR POP•11 
!FOR~ 1K UP TO 4K WORDS MEMORY) 
UNIBUS CABLE ASSEMBLY 
UNIBUS TERMINATOR MODULE 
POP-11 CAHAC CONTROLLERCSEQUENTIAL READ/ 
WRITE,24 GRAOED-L INTERRUPT DIREtTLYJ 
PDP-15 CAHAC INTERFACEU81248IT,PROGR, 
SEQUENT ADOR AND BLOCK TRANSFER HOJESJ 
POP-11 INTERFACE/BRANCH DRIVER 
C2~ VECTOR ADDRESSES, PROGRAMMED AND 
MULTIPLE DMA•TRANSFER, ADDRESS SCAN AND 
-LIST MOOE, REPEAT-, LAH• AND STOP HOOf) 
POP-11 BRANCH DRIVER CEUR 4600 COHPATI• 
BLE,FROGRAHHE.O AND SEQUENT ADOR HODESJ 
POP-11 INTERFACE CBRANCH AND/OR SERIAL 
HIGHNAY,OMA,B0011 REG. ASSIGNHENTSJ 
POP-11 BRANCH DRIVER 
INTERFACE AND DRIVER FOR POP 11 OR PDP 5 
MULTI•CRATE SYSTEM, COMPRISING 
BRANCH INTERFACE 
24-BIT CONTROLLER CWITH EITHER OF THE 
FOLLOWING INTERFACE CARDS ) 
POP 11 INTERFACE CARD 
INTERFACE CARD FOR DEC POP 8 SERIES 
C INTERFACE CAHAC·PDP 11 CPROGRAHHEO,BL.OCK 
TRANSFER AND SEQUENTIAL ADOR HODESJ 
NOVA BRANCH DRIVER WITH DATA CHANNEL 
PRIHE COHPUTER BRANCH DRIVER (WITH DTHo 
PRIME COMPUTER BRANCH CABLE TYPE 81031 



























































BI RA SYSTEHS 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
D E C 
o E C 






BI RA SYSTEMS 
BI RA SYSTEMS 




















































































NC DESIGNATION l SHORT DATA 
SYSTEM CONTROLLfR FOR SIEKENS 404/J 
CTRANSFER OF 16 OR 24 SIT OATAHOROS 
PARALLEl BRANCH COMMAND CHAINING) 
(SAHE BUT WITHOUT COHHANO CHAINIHGJ 
SYSTEM CONTROLLER FOR SIEMENS 404/3 
!TRANSFER OF 16 OR 24 BIT OATAHOROS 
PARALLEL BRANCH BUT NO COMMAND CHAINING) 
MICRCDATA 800/CIP 2300 BRANCH DRIVER 
BRANCH DRIVER - INTERFACE FOR 10 01 TPA-1 
AUTON ON ADAPTER 
!INTERFACES CAMAC TO AUTONOHOUS CHANilELJ 
INTERFACE-JRIVER FOR VARIAN 73/620I/620L 




INTERFACE CARD FOR ~ARIAN 73/620I/6ZOL 
SERIES COMPUTERS 
C SYSTEM CONTROLLER FOR SIEMENS PR300-16B, 




DO 2D il ·2922 
DO ZO JJ -2923 
91 














IFOR OTHER PARALLEL HODE CONTROL/DATA HIGHWAY) 
I~ OED!CATEO CRATE CONTROLLER FOR NOVA 
COMPUTERS CINCLo NOVA III i ECLIPSE t 
diDIRECTIONAL DATA BREAK MODULE FOR POP8 
COHPUTERS CFOR USE WITH 7048•2) 
PROGRAMMED DATAWAf CONTROLLER (PART OF 
7000-SER SYSTEM WITH EXT CONTR HIGHWAY) 
PiOGRAH CONTROL UNIT 
WIRED STORE 
LSI-CAHAC INTERFACE MODULE 
C~ATE CONT ROLLER FOR NOVA COMPUTER 
CRAT£ CONTROLLER BUS TERMINATOR FOR 
CC 2023A/8 CON£ PER SYSTEM) 
C~ATE CONTROLLER FOR POP11 
IMULTICRATE CONTROLLER I 
INPUT REGISTER DUAL 16 BIT 
NC C230 






BT 20 22 
EC 372 
9069 IAl 
.213 INTERFACES/DRIVERS FOR SINGLE-CRATE SYSTEMS 
Clt100 DATAWAY COMPATIBLE> 
SINGLE CRATE SYSTEH CONTROLLERSCSE~ 
EXECUTIVE SUITE, CLASS o211J 
N LSI-11/PDP-11•03 CAHAC CONTROLLER 24-BIT 
!INCLUDES GEC SYSTEM CRATE EXEC. UNIT 
N EXT. CONTROL UNIT ISPECIAL VERSION OF 
LSI-11 FOR 11GO COMPLETE WITH POWER ) 
N INTERFACE AS 1100 BUT ~OES NOT CONTAIN 
EXEC. CONTROLLER. REQUIRES GEC fXEC. 
N CONTROLLER TO WORKo 
CAMAC-HERA INTERFACE 
(FOR HERA 300 FAMo MICROCOMPUTERS) 
~ CRATE CONTROLL~R FOR SIEMENS PR 30~/1& 
POP-11-SERIES CRATE CONTROLLER 
CRATE CONTROLLER/POP11 UNIBUS INTERFACE 
NPR CONTROLLER FOR OMA TO POP11 E.G. VIA 
1533A CRATE CONTROLLER/INTERFACE 
SI ,~GLE CRAT€ CONTROLLER/PDP-11 INTERFACE 
(MULTIPLE BUS ADDRESS VERSION) 
SINGLE CRATE CONTROLLER/POP-11 INTERFACE 
(PROGRAMMED TRANSFERS, WITH NAF REG ~ 
CONNECTOR TO OMA OPTION CA-11-FNl 
P~P-11 DHA INTERFACE FOR CA-11-FP Ca OHA 
CHANNELS, MI OR LIST HOOE, 16BIT WCt CA, 
OFFSET FOR EACH CHANNEL, LIHIT REGISTER) 
POWER SUPPLY FOR CA-11-F CONTROLLER 
(GENERATES AC LO ~ OC LOI 
DEDICATED CRATE CONTRO~LER FOR PDP-11 
(~ULTIPLE TRANSFER OR AUTO ADDRESS SCANt 
SINGlE CRATE CONTROLLER FOR POP-8/E 





























BI RA SYSTEMS 
BORER 
BORER 
0 E C 



















































































NC DESIGNATION l SHORT DATA 
CRATE CONT~OLLER TYPE CCA·1 ACCORDING TO 
EUR~600 SPECS HITH CERN OPTIONS 
CAHAC CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE A-1 
(CONFORMS TO EUR4600 SPECIFICATIONS) 
ESONE TYPE Ao1 CRATE CONTROLLERICONFORHS 
TO EUR4600 SPECS, INCL CERN HOLD OPTION) 
CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE A•1 
(CONFORMS TO EUR4600 SPECS! 
N CRATf CONTROLLER TYPE A•2 HITH 
AUXILIARY CONTROLLER BUS 
BRANCH CRATE CONTROLLER/TYPE A-1 
ICONFORHS TO EUR 4600 SPECS, 1972) 
TYPE A-1 CRATE CONTROLLER 
TYPE A•1 CRATE CONTROLLER 
ICONFORHS TO EUR4&aO SPECS! 
CRATE A•1 CONTROLL.ER 
(CONFORMS TO EUR .600 SPECS) 
CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE A CCONFORHS TO 
EUR4600 SPECSI 
CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE A•1 
ICONFORHS TO EUR4&00 SPECS) 
A•1 CRATE CONTROLLER !CONFORMS TO 
EUR~600 SPECS, INCL CERN SPEC HOLD liNEl 
o232 LAM GRADERS 
LAM GRADER C24 BIT MASK ReGISTER, 
PLUG•IN PATCH BOARD, CERN 064) 
N SGL ENCODER !GOES WITH SERIAL C~AT£ 
CONTROLLER) oLAH ENCODER 
LAM GRADER (INTERNALLY PATCHABLE 1 SHITCH 
SELECTABLE MULTI-CRATE BG•RESPONSEl 
LAM GRADER-SORTER 
LA~ GRADER 124 BITI 
LAM GRADER 
CDESIGNEO TO EUR 4600 SPECSJ 
P~IORITY GRADER 
LAM GRADER ICERN SPECS 0&41 
LA!'t GRADER 
LAM GRADER( 2ft I/P·i. 24HASKE 0· i.SUI1-LAM-LEOS 
24GoX24MoLAH•SUM·TOG.LAH1·7-PATCHPANELI 
• 2& • 
TYPE 
00 20 ll-2905 
CC101 
cc 24 1J 5 
7C A 
3900 
CAH 1. 01 
9016 
c 106 
J CRC 51 








LG 20 il1 
EC 370 
.233 TERMINATIONS CSIHPLE, WITH INDICATORS> 
BRANCH HIGHHAY TERMINATOR 
BRANCH TERHINATION UNIT 
CHITH BUILT-IN CABLE) 
BRANCH TERMINATION UNIT CNON !NOICATINGJ 
BRANCH TERMINATION UNIT 
BRANCH TER~INATOR 
BRANCH TERMINATION WITH INTEGRAL CABLE 
BRANCH TERMINATOR IN A CONNECTOR 
BRANCH TERMINATOR 
8RANCH TERMINATOR 
BRANCH TERMINATOR CNON·INOICATING, 4J CH 
FLYI~G CABLE WITH BRANCH CONNECTOR> 
{DITTO, XXX= CABLE LENGTH IN CH) 
CRAT~ CONTROLLER BUS TERMINATOR FQq A-1 
CRATE CONTROLLER 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TERMINATOR 
BRANCH TERMINATOR CFULL BRANCH MONITOR 
HITH INTERNAL STORAGE AND LED O!SPLAYI 
VISUAL BRANCH TERMINATOR CSTORES ANO 
ulSPLAYS ON lEuS BRANCH SIGNALS) 
66 1) 1 
1592 
BT 65 0 3 










BT 65 0 2 
VBT 
HANUF ACTURER WIDTH OELIV NPP 
CORNIER 2 174 
EGF.G/ORTEC 2 /72 
2 /73 
JOERGER 2 /72 I 5) 
JOERGER 2 01177 
JORWAY 2 /73 I 7) 
KINETIC SYSTEMS /73 
HETRIHPEX 2 /73 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 2 I 4) 
ROT 2 /71 
SCHLUHBERGER 2 /72 (1) 
SEN 2 172 
1 172 
GEC-ELLIOTT 1 117 
JOERGER 1 /73 ( 8) 
JORWAY /T3 
METRIMPEX 1 /74 
NUCLo ENTERPRISES /72 I 4) 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 1 (10) 
SEN 1 /72 ( I'll 
SENSION 1 /76 
WENZEL ELEKTRONIK /75 lilt) 
BI RA SYSTEMS 1 /73 
BORER 1 /73 
2 /72 
/71 
JOERGER 2 /72 
JORWAY 172 
KINETIC SYSTEMS NA /73 





SEN 1 (11) 
172 
JOERGER 2 17Z I e, l 
NC DESIGNATION l SHORT DATA 
BRANCH TERMINATION WITH BRANCH DISPLAY 
AND INTEGRAL CABLE 





o23~ BRANCH EXTENDERS, BUS EXTENDERS 
DIFFERENTIAL BRANCH EXTENDER 
lFOR EXTENDING BRANCHES UP TO 3 KHJ 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TRANSCEIVER FOR LONG 
DISTANCE TRANSMISSION 
SERIAL DRIVER CTERHINATES BRANCH HIGHWAY 
AND ~ETRANSHITS COMHAND SERIALLY) 
SERIAL RECEIVER lRECEIVES SERIAL DATA, 
DRIVES TYPE A-1 SYSTEH, OPTICAL ISOL) 
UNIBUS EXTENDER, TRANSMITTER 
RECEIVER 
lFOR DISTANCES UP TO 200 METRE OR MOREt 
LIGHT PEN 
JOYSTICK 
NUHE~ICAL CONTROL SYSTEM, CAHPUS ICAHAC 
HIC~O PROCESSOR UNIVERSAL SYSTEM) 
,3 TEST EQUIPMENT 
............... 
o31 SYSTEH RELATED TEST GEAR 
SYSTEM CHECK OUT UNIT. STORES DATA 1 
COHHANO IN READABLE REGS. PROGRAHHABLE l 
SYSTEM TEST UNIT tFOR EXECUTIVE SU!T 
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION, SEE HX-CTR-2J 
e311 COMPUTER SIMULATORS 
POP-11 SIMULATOR 
TEST CONTROLLER WITH PROGRAH ~LUGBOARO 
DBE 6501 
























BI RA SYSTEHS 
NUCLe ENTERPRISES 
.32 BRANCH RELATED TESTERS/CONTROLLERS AND DISPLAYS 
.321 BRANCH TESTERS/CONTROLLERS CHANUAL, PROGRAHHEDl 
MANUAL BRANCH TESTER CTYPE A SYSTEN TEST 
SET WITH HX•CTR-2 l BR-CPR-2l 
MANUAL CONTROLLER CSWITCHES FOR N,A,F,C, 
ltZtOP-HOOES-REPEAT,SINGLE l STEPPING) 
TEST HODULE CUSEO IN SYSTEH TEST OF 
READ/WRITE CAPABILITY» 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TEST POINT HOOULEC24 OIR-
ECT,22 INDIRECT ACCESS POINTS FOR TESTJ 
BRANCH HIGHWAY REMOVE INHIBIT NODULE 
CREHCVES INHIBIT FROH BCRIBAIBF/BN/BTAJ 
HANUAL BRANCH DRIVER CFOR TESTING TYPE A 
SYSTEHSt 
HANUAL BRANCH CONTROL SET 







C CHB ill 








el31 OATAWAY CONTROLLERS/TESTERS HANUALt PROGRAHHEO) 
N 24 BIT WORO GENERATOR 
N WORD GENERATOR 24 HIN. TOGGLe SWITCHES, 
LED DISPLAY 
HC WORD GENERATOR FOR USE WITH TYPE 140 
(24 BITS WO.Ii!O TO W BUS LINES) 
WORD DISPLAY FOR USE WITH TYPE 140 
(24 BITS REGISTER WITH INDICATION) 
TEST CONTROLLER24 
TEST CONTROLLER25 







































































NC DESIGNATION l SHORT DATA 
MANUAL CRATE CONTROLLER 
HANUAL DATAWAY TEST CONTROLLER 
MANUAL CRATE CONTROLLER 
TEST MODULE FOR CRATE CONTROLLER AND 
DATA MAY 
JYNAHIC TEST CONTROLLER CGENERATES ALL 
POSSIBLE CAHAC COHMANDS IN SINGLE CRATEJ 
DYNAMIC TEST CONTROLLER C2 SIHULT TRANSF 
SINGLE,STEP-BY-STEP AND CONTINUOUS HOD£J 
OATAWAY SERVICE HODULE 
MANUAL INPUT/OUTPUT CTEST UNIT PROVIDES 
HANUAL DATA INPUT l VISUAL DATA OUTPUT) 
.332 DATANAY DISPLAYS 
DATAWAY DISPLAY 
DATANAY DISPLAY 
CAHAC TEST HODULE/DATAWAY DISPLAY 
CAHAC DATAWAY DISPLAY CDATAMAY SIGNAL 
PATTERN STOREO/DISPLAYEOt2 TEST HODES) 
CAHAC DATAWAY TEST AND DISPLAY HODULE 
DATAHAY HEI10RY 
COISFLAY + READABLE REGISTERJ 
DATAWAY DISPLAY <STORES AND DISPLAYS 
OATAWAY SIGNALS, FARNQXCIZS1S2BP1P2) 
OATANAY OISPLAY (SEPARATE R l H DISPLAY, 
TRACKS OR STORES, MANUAL CLEARJ 
C DATAWAY DISPLAY l SYSTE" MONITOR 
C CONTROL MODULE FOR HODEL 3291 
DATANAY DISPLAY CWITH HEMORYe FOLLOW, 
ON-LINE l TRIGGER HOOESJ 
C OATANAY DISPLAY 
CDISPLAY OF DATA l NAF/INSTR REGISTERSJ 
DATANAY DISPLAY (DISPLAYS AND STORES 
























o31t MODULE RELATED TEST GEAR CHODULE EXTENDERS) 
CAHAC MANUAL MODULE TESTER 
.341 MODULE EXTENDERS 
CAMAC EXTENDER MODULE 
N CAMAC EXTENDER MODULE 
EXTENSION FRANE CHODULE EXTENDER) 
MODULE EXTENDER C+AND•6V,•AND•21tV FUSED, 
RETRACTABLE LOCKING OEVICEJ 
EXTENDER MODULE 
(FUSED +L•6V AND +L-24V, SUPPORT ARM) 
EXTENDER MODULE CW/36 POS PC EDGE CONN) 
EXTENDER CARD 
DATAWAY EXTENDER MODULE 
FLEXIBLE 86 WAY EXTENDER 
SUFFeRED EXTENDER IZSNSEC PROPAGATION 




EXTENDER CXXX=LENGTH OF CABLE 
IN HH BEYOND RACK, SINGLE NIOTHJ 
(OITO, DOUBLE WIDTH, FIXED SIOESJ 
IDITO, DOUBLE WIDTH, HINGED SIDES) 









































BI RA SYSTEMS 








































































































DESIGNATION l SHORT DATA TYPE 
CAHAC•EXTENOER HOOULE C EM 
903~ INTERFACE CARD EXTENDER 9014 
.37 OTHER TEST GEAR FOR CAKAC EQUIPMENT 
TRANSIENT GENERATORCMODULE NOISE SUSCEPT 
IBILITY TESTEO BY TRANSIENTS ON DC LINES 
TG 
MANUFACTURER HIDTH OELIV NPR 
WEHRMANN 1 17& 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES NA /76 
JOERGER 1 173 
- 30 -
NC DESIGNATION l SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER 
.~ CRATES, SUPPLIES, COMPONENTS, ACCESSORIES 
......................................... 
o41 CRATES AND RELATED CO~PONENTS/ACCESSORIES 
CRATES WITH/HITHOUT OATAHAY AND SUPP~Y, 
BLANK CRATES,CRATE VENTILATION GEAR 
.411 CRATES WITH DATAHAY ANO SUPPLY 
CRATE C270VA,COOLEO,HODULAR POWERED BY 
HAX 8X1922 OR 1X1923/1925 + MAX 4X1922J 
VOLTAGE REGULATOR CFOR +OR-24V/6At 
+I-12V/7A,+/-6V/8A/16A/24AJ 
VOLTAGE REGULATOR C+l-6V 25A HAX, OR 40A 
HAX WITH EXTERNAL +6V SUPPLY) 
VOLTAGE REGULATOR l+AND-6V, 25A HAX, 
270W RATING, USABLE WITH 4X1922J 
CAMAC HINICRATE l19 INCH RACK MOUNTINGJ 
l+6V/15A,-6V/5A, +24V/2A,-24V/ZA,2uCHJ 
POWERED CRATE 
POWERED CRATE CINCL. CRATE AND POWER 
SUPPlY COOLING TO SUPPL CP 1 SPECJ 
POWERED CRATE C+l-6V/~OA, +\-2~V/8A, 
200V/a1At 117V At, MAX 3GOWJ 
C POWERED CRATE C+l-6V/20A, +l-24VISA, 
2ilDV/Oo03A, 117VAC/!!o5A, HAX 2COHJ 
N POWERED CRATE 50QM. C+l-6V 65A/25A 1 
+i-24V/2A TO CERN SPEC 099) 
HINICRATE-PORTABLE OR RACK-INTEGRAL 
BLOWER AND POWER SUPPLY - 10 STATIONS 
POWERED CRATE 
POWERED CRATE C42A CAPABILITY ON +6VJ 
POWERED CRATE CHAX 400M, +l-24V/3A 1 
+l-1ZV/3A,+l-6V/24A,-6V/6A,+200V/.1A 1 ACJ 
POWERED CRATE C+AN0-6V/25A, +AND-Z4V/6A, 
CINCL POWER DESIGN TYPE AEC432 SUPPLY) 
POHEREO CRATE C6U,VENTILATED,NO FAN,130W 
+6V/15A,-6V/4A,+AND-24V/2A,+2DOV/50HA) 
POWERED CRATE C6U,HITH DATAWAY,130H MAX, 
+&V/f5A,-6V/U, VE"NTILATEO, NO FAtU 
POWEfiED CRATE C7U,WITH OATAWAY,130W MAX, 
+6V/15A,-6V/4A,+-24V/2A,4 FANS, FILTERJ 
POWERED CRATE C7U,WITH DATAWAY,300H HAX, 
+-6V/25A,+-24V/6A, 4 FANS,FILTERJ 
POWERED CRATE C8U,WITH DATAWAY1 300H HAX, 
+-6Y/25A,+-Z4V/6A, 4 FANS,FILTERJ 
POWERED CRATE 
POWERED CRATfCSEE P7 ALJ 13J 
POWER SUPPLY CCAHAC CRATE) 
POWER SUPPLY CRATE (+6V/24A,-6V/16A, 
+\- 2ftV/3A, 341GM) 
POWER CRATE C200W HAX,+6V/25A,-6V/~OA, 
+AND-12V/3A,+AND-24V/3At206V/OeC5AJ 
POHER CRATE C2GOW MAX,+6V/25A 1 -6V/10A, 
+AN0-24W/3A,ZQvV/8a05A) 
COMPLETE POWER CRATE 
POWERED CRATE C500W, +6V/65A OR 25At 
-6V/25A OR 65A, MAX TOT CURRENT IS 8QAI 
POWERED CRATE 
C200W, +L-6V/10A, +L-12V/2A, +i-24V/3AJ 
N POWERED CRATE 
N POWERED CRATE C+6V/25A,-6V/1A,+12V/ZA, 
-12V/2A,+24V/2.5A,-24V/2o5A) 
N POWERED CRATE (+6V/25A,-6V/1AJ 
N POWERED CRATE C+6V/25A,-6V/1A,+i-12V/2AJ 
N POWERED CRATE C+6V/25A,-6V/1At 
+24V/Za5A,-24V/2o5AJ 
N POWER SUPPLY HOOULE C+12V/2A,-12V/2AJ 
N POWER SUPPLY HOOULE (+24V/2.5A,-24V/2.5A 
N ANALOG BUS FOR CRATE 





















CAH 9o01 HETRIHPEX 





20 04 POL ON 
CCHN-CSAN ROT 





























































































NC DESIGNATION l SHORT OATA 
CAHAC-CRATE 30 0 W 
CAMAC-CRATE 400 W 
POWERED CRATE ISEE CRATE C-CF AND SUPPLY 
P-156 FOR RATINGSI 
POWERED CRATE ISEE C-CF l SUPPLY P-264) 





C-CF + P-156 
C-CF + P-264 
C- CF + P-30 OF 
.412 CRATES WITH DATAHAY, WITHOUT SUPPLY 
VENTILATED CRATE IHEAVY DUTY Z5 STATION 
FASTON CONNECTORS, &U HIGH) 
lSAHE BUT WITH ALL PATCH LINES BUSSED AS 
PER COGELAB REQUIREHENTSJ 
5U CRATE 25 STATION HEAVY DUTY, FITS TO 
PS 0004 USING ADAPTOR PA 1. 
CONVERTS FASTON CONNECTORS TO RECOHMENO-
EO FIXED POWEq CONNECTOR ON CHOSEN CRATE 
CAHAC CRATE VERDRAHTET 
IEHPTY CRATE WITH WIRED OATAWAY) 
CRATE 
CAMAC COMPATIBLE CRATE CWlREO) 
CAHAC CRATE CWIREOJ 
UNPOWEREO CRATE WITH OATAWAY 
(5U, VENTILATED, NO FAN, 25 STATIOHS) 
UNPOWEREO C~ATE WITH DATAWAY 
(6Ut EHPTU, VENTILATED, NO FAN) 
UNPOWEREO CRATE WITH DATAWAY 1360 HM) 
UNPOWEREO CRATE WITH DATAWAY 
ANJ CONNECTORS 
vc 0022 




























CAMAC-CRATE WITH OATAWAY 
WIRED CRATE CHEAVY DUTY, 3 FAN ~ HON!Te 
UNIT, &Ue US£ WITH P-15&, P-26~, P-JCOFt 
WEHRMANN 
WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 
.413 CRATES WITHOUT DATAWAY, WITH SUPPLY 
CAHAC CRATE 
C+6V/25A,-6V/12.5A,+l•24V/6A,+~-12V/4AJ 
(SAME WITHOUT +l-12V SUPPLY) 
CRATE, PLUG IN PS, 25 STATIONS, TRI. FAN 





elt17 BLANK CRATES AND OTHER COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES 
~AGK BLOWER (1 U HIGH, HAY BE USED WITH 
AIR SCOOP NSI-12109-AS FOR HI EFFIC.J 
VENTILATION SLOT UNITt1U,NO FAN ~ FILTER 
FORCED VENTil.UNIT,2U,4 FANS ~ FILTER 
CAHAC•TEST BOARDS (EXP. CARDS) 
CAMAC•TEST BOARDS (f.XP. CARDS) 
CRATE 15U,EHPTY, 25 STATIONS) 
CSAHE BUT WITH 24 STATIONS) 
CRATE (&U,EHPTY,WITH VENTILATIO~ BAFFLE, 
25 STATIONS, HARWELL TYPE 700~) 
(SAME BUT WITH 24 STATIONS) 
CRATE (6U,EHPTY,WITH VENTILATION BAFFLE, 
RE~OVABLE PANEL, 25 STNS, HARWELL 7000J 
CSAHE BUT WITH 24 STATIONS) 
CA ~AC CRATE (EMPTY) 
CAMAC CRATE CEHPTY,INCL HARDWARE SUPPLY 
CHASSIS AND VENTILATION PANEL> 
CAMAC COMPATIBLE CRATE 
CAHAC CRATE CUNWIREO) 
CHASSIS CAHAC C6 UNITES AVEC FENTE 
DE VENTILATION, 525 MH PROFONOEURJ 
(3&0 HH PROFONOEUR) 
CAHAC CRATE WITH VENTILATION BAFFLE 
C 6U, 525Ht1 DEPTH 
( SAHE BUT WITH 460Ht1 DEPTH 












2e C6&i.O il Oe6 
2.066.000.6 
NSI 675 OB/WV 
NSI 875 CC 10 ~ 
99C5- l -t:5 



































































































NC DESIGNATION l SHORT DATA 
CABLE EXTENSION MODULE 
IJOINS TWO BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLES) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TO POP-11 ICOHPLETE HITH 
CONNECTORS, XXX= LENGTH IN HETERS) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY JUNCTION BOX 
- 34 -
TYPE HANUF ACTURER 
co 18106 HUGHES 
58 05/P/132/X)(I( TEKDATA 
58!t9 TEKOATA 
e432 DATAWAY RELATED (CONNECTORS, BOARDS, ASSEMBLIES) 
N CAMAC DATAWAY SOCKET 166 CONTACTS) 
FLOW SOLDER CONTACT 
N CAHAC OATAWAY SOCKET 186 CONTACTS} 
MINIWRAP CONTACT 
AODRfSS l FUNCTION DECODING PC 
QATAWAY HOTHERBOARO IMITH CONNECTORS} 
DATAWAY SOCKET IHOTHERBOARD COMPLETE 
HITH 25 CONNECTORS) 
OATAWAY MINI WRAPPING 
!MOTHERBOARD WITH 25 DATAWAY CONNECTORS) 





OATAWAY CONNECTOR WITH CARD GUIDES 
HAND SOLDER 
DATAWAY CONNECTOR WITH CARD GUIDES 
OIP SOLDER 
OATAWAY CONNECTOR WITH CARD GUIDES 
HINI WRAP 
JATANAY CONNECTOR IHINIWRAPJ 
CAHAC DATAWAY CONNECTOR 1• INSERT A FOR 
SOLDER TAG, B SOLDER PIN, C MINI WRAPJ 
CAHAC-LEIST£(0ATAWAY CONNECTOR,WIREWRAP) 
DATANAY FEHALE CONNECTOR, HINI-HRAP 
•=1 FOR WIRE SOLDER, 5 FOR BOARD SOLDER 
OATANAY HALE CONNECTOR (HATING THE CRATE 
MOUNTED 86-WAV CONNECTOR SOCKET) 
C CONNECTEUR 254 DOUBLE FACE 
IOATAWAY CONN£CTOR,WIRE WRAP) 
C 1110THERBOARO SOLDERl 
C IWIRE SOLOERJ 
OATAWAY CONNECTOR 111INI-WRAP J 
I WIRE-SOLDER) 
IFLOW SOLDERJ 
OATAWAY CONNECTOR C4 =2 FLOW SOLOER, 4 =3 
SOLDER LUGS,•=4 HINIWRAP,AU PLATING) 
(FLOW SOLDER.NI + AU PLATING) 
(13 HINIWRAP CONTACTS,OTHER ARE FLOH 
SOLOER,NI + AU PLATING) 
1•=7 HINIWRAP,•=8 SOLDER LUGS, 
NI + AU PLATING) 
HOUNTING BRAC~ETS FOR ABOVE 
OATAWAY CONNECTOR HOOD 143-WAY DOUBLE 














EAA D 43 D301 
GOJD 0 86P 28 .. BL 
ft.ooo.u6o.o 
2ft22 061 &It 33ft 
2422 061 61t3•1t 
2422 n 60 1ft314 
254 OF ft3 F2W3 
25ft OF 43 F2Y 
254 OF 43 F2Z 
8606 66 21 15 000 
8606 86 21 10 DOD 
8606 86 21 14 ODD 
c 2ea• csP 221 
C 2885 CSP 221 
C 2886 CSP 221 






















.433 MODULE RELATED (BLANK HOJULES, PATCHBOARS ETCt 
CAHAC CARRYING CASE ITA~ES 8 HOOULES) 
CAHAC CARRYING CASE (TAKES 12 "OOULES 
EMPTY HOOULE 
(SAME BUT WIDTH 2,3,4,5,6) 
BREAD BOARD IFOR 84 ICJ 
PROTOTYPE ASSEMBLY MODULE IFULL A,F, 
OECOOING. 841fiRE WRAPPED IN SOCKETS) 
BREAD BOARD HOOULE 1H 
IHOOULE WITH 090 TYPEJ 
BREAD SOARD MODULE 2H 
IHODULE WITH 090 TYPEI 
BLANK HODUL E KIT (SINGLE WIDTH) 







































































NG DESIGNATION l SHORT OATA 
SINGLE CARD MOUNTING KIT 
(E.HPTY HODULE,SHORT SCREEN PLATE> 
CSAHE,•=2,3 l 4 FOR CORRESP WIDTHJ 
SINGLE CARD MOUNTING KIT IEHPTY HODULE, 
CEHPTY HOOULE,LONGT SCREEN PLATEJ 
CSAH£,•=2,3 l 4 FOR CORRESP WIDTH) 
CAHAC HARDWARE 
CAMAC•KASSETTE CEHPTY HODULE,HIOTH 1J25J 
(•=2,3,4,5,& FOR CORRESPONDING WIOTHSJ 
CAMAC COMPATIBlE MODULE (£HPTY, WIDTH=1, 
ALSO IN 2 l 3 UNIT WIDTHSJ 
CAHAC HOOULE (EMPTY HOaULE HARDWARE1 
<SAMEt •= 2, 3, l 4 FOR CORRESP WIOTHJ 
CAHAC HOOULE,SHIELOEO CEHPTY, 1 HIOTHJ 
ISAHE, •=z, 3, ANO 4 FOR CORRESP HIDTHJ 
CAHAC MODULE (EHPTY,W=1/25J 
1•=2,3,4,& l 8 FOR CORRESP WIJTHJ 
(•=012 FOR WIDTH 10 l 12 RESPECTIVELY) 
EMPTY MODULE 1 UNIT 
ISAH£,•=2,3 \ 4 FOR CORRESP HIOTHJ 
C EMPTY MODULE SCREENED (1 WIDE, ADO TYPE 
SUFFIX S FOR SHORT, L FOR LONG SCREEN 
IOITO, •=2,3,4 OR & FOR CORRESP WIDTH) 
CAHAC HOOULE IEHPTY,1/25 CARD HOOULEJ 
c•=2t3 l 4 FOR CORRESPONDING WIDTH) 
CAMAC HODUL£ CEHPTY,1/25 CARD HODULEl 
t•=2,3 i 4 FOR CORRESPONDING HIOTH) 
CAHAC HODULECEMPTY,1/25 SCREENED HODULEJ 
(•=2,3 l 4 FOR CORRESPONDING WIDTH) 
CAHAC HOOULECE~PTY,2/25 SCREENED HODULEJ 
c•=3 1 4 FOR CORRESPONDING WIOTHJ 
EMTY MODULE WITH HINGED CARDS (2/25) 
(3/25) 
EMPTY MODULE (1/25J 
(••• T2, T3, T~, T5, T6, T8, T1D, 
ANO T12 FOR CORRESPONDING HIOTHJ 
TIROIR HOOULAIRE POUR COMHANOE 
BLANK CAHAC MODULE PC BOARD fGOLD PLATED 
i ETCHED FINGERS BOTH SIDES) 
rlK~1 KLUGE MODULE 
(131 HIXEO 14, 16, 24 PIN SOCKETSJ 
HK-5 KLUGE HOOULE CHAS 70 14 PIN, 13 
AND 2 24 PIN WIRE WRAP SOCKETS) 
HK•& KLUGE MODULE tHAS 34 14 PIN, 
1& 16 PIN l 3 24 PIN WIRE WRAP SOCKETS) 
CAMAC-UNIVERSAL•BOARDCPRINTED CARD MODU-
LE WITH 28 14•PIN • 28 1&-PIN SOCKETS> 
CAHAC PROTOTYPE ASSfHBLY BOARDS 
(HX 81 HAS &S SITES, HX 82 HAS 80 SITESJ 
(HX BJ HAS 68 SITES,HX 84 HAS 8~ SITES, 
HX 83/HX 84 INCLUDE SV CIRCUIT) 
PRINTED CIRCUIT TEST BOARD 
KLUGE BOARD FO~ WIRE WRAP 
KLUGE CARD WITH' 36 POSITION PC CONtiECTOR 
KLUGE WITH 52 POSITION 20 CONNECTOR 
KLUGE WIT H 25 POSITION D CONNECTOR 
EX?ERIHENTIERPLATTE 
(PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD) 
EXPERIHENTIERPLATT£ CP.CeBeJ 
DECODED HATRIX BOARD CFOR PROTOTYPE 
WIRING OF 64 14-PIN SITES, AlF DECODED) 
MODULE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOAROSfTAKE 24,16 
OR 14 PIN, ON THE WHOLE 1192 PINS) 
BLANK HOOULECCOKPLETE WITH PRINTED BOARD 
FOR 69 INTEGRATED CIRCUITSt1 U HIJTHJ 
(SAI1E,2U WIDTHJ 








2e 090. oc•.e 
NSI 875 OH 
NSI 875 CH-100•1 





















83 f! 1 
8305 
83 !!& 
00 20 0-2900 
HX 61/H): 62 
HX 63/HX 84 
10 
15 




4. 000. 0 88.0 
0 21 621 
CBP 1 
dH 202.l/1U 





















































































































NC DESIGNATION \ SHORT DATA TYPE HANUF ACTURER WIDTH DELI'J NPR 
.~t37 OTH€R RECOHHENOED OR STANDARD COMPONENTS/ACCESS.> 
I~ NIH·CAMAC ADAPTOR (WITH 12V FROH 24VJ A NC 12 SCHLUHBERGER /76 
c RIBBCN CABLE LAH GRADER HARNESS S 4003/XXX TEKOATA ( 14) 
CXXX DENOTES LENGTH IN METERSJ 
NIH/CAMAC ADAPTOR NCA-1 GEC•ELLIOTT 174 
NIH ADAPTOR 9072 NUCL. ENTERPRISES /74 
Niti-CAHAC ADAPTOR CAN ROT NA /71 
NIH/CAHAC ADAPTOR ANC 10 SCHLUHBERGER /72 
CAJ1AC NIH ADAPTOR CNA 2033 SEN 2 /71 
LAH GRADER CABLE C 2DCH, WITH CONNECTORSJ LGC 20 GEC•ELLIOTT /72 
C40CH, WITH CONNECTORS) LGC It t! /72 
LAH GRADER CABLE JOERGER 
52 WAY CANNON 2DB52S HARNESSES 5809/S/52/XXX TEKDATA /73 
LAM GRADER CABLE, XXX= LENGTH IN HETERSJ 
LAH-GRADER CONNECTOR (52-PIN FIXED 2 DB 52 P FO ITT CANNON 170 
HEHBER,FO HEANS WITHOUT CONTACTS 
PIN FOR CONTACTS TYPE 031•9540·0~ 0 2 DB 52 P FO 170 
COAXIAL CONNECTOR fPANEL ttOUNTe N0-~9BJ 22 QLA·H·0-2 HUBER+SUHNER 175 
N COAXIAL CONNECTOR (CRIMP ENTRY ND-51t9AJ 11 QLA-C1·2-8C HUBER+SUHNER 117 
N COAXIAL CONNECTOR CSCREN ENTRY N0-~9AJ 11 QLA-01·2·11C HUBER+SUHNER 177 
T~L ADAPTORS, TERMINATIONS AVAILABLE 
COAXIAL CONNECTOR CPANEL MOUNTING. CABLE RA 00.250 LEHO /70 ( 4) 
CONNECTOR HAS TYPE F 00.250 \ FS 00.2501 
T- ~ L•ADAPTERS, FR£E DOUBLE SOCKET, AND 
ARE ALSO AVAILABLE 
A EG-Tt:LEFU:~KEN 
ELISABETH£NSTRASSE 3, POSTFACH 1730 
0-790 t ULH, GERMANY 
At1P AG 
HALJENSTRASSE 11 
CH-60~J LUZER~, SWITZERLAND 
ARSYC0t1 B. v. 
KABELWEG lt3 
AHSTEROAH 1G16t NETHERLAND 
BI RA SYSTEHS, INC 
352~ 0 PAN AMERICAN FREEWAY, N.E. 
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW HE~ICO 87107, USA 
BORER ELECTRONICS AG 
POSTF ACH 
CH-4500 SOLOTHURN 2, SWITZE~LANO 
BUR~OY ELEKTRA AG 
HERTISTRASSE 23, 
CH-~JJ4 HALLISELLEN, SWITZERLAND 
CAN~ON ELECTRIC GHBH 
BUREAU SCH~EI Z 
FRIEDENSTRASSE 15, 
CH-83u4 WALLISELL£N, SWITZERLAND 
N CARR FASTENER CO LTJ 
NOTTINGHAM ROAD 
STAPLEFORD, NOTTINGHAM 
CHRISTIAN ROVSING A/S 
HAR!ELUNDVEJ 466 
OK-2730 HERLEV, DENMARK 
COMPUTER TECH~OLOGY LIMITEJ 
EATJN ROAD, HEHEL HEMPSTEAD 
HERTFORJSHI?-E HP2 7EQ, ENGLAND 
JIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPO~ATION CDEC) 
146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD 
MAS~ACHUSETTS 01754, USA 
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT GMBH 
HALLENSTEINPLATZ 2 
D-8JOC HUENCHfN 40 
GE~MANY 
DORNI£R SYSTEt': 
VERTRIEd ELEKTRONIK, A8To VCE 
fiOSTFACH :l.J6C 
J-799 F~IEJRICHSHAFEN. GER~ANY 
EOS SYSTEHTECHNIK GMBH 
T~€KER ST~ASSE 281 
D-510Q AACHEN, GERMANY 
EG~>;/ORTEC, INC 
1u0 HIO~ArtD ROAD, OAK ~lOGE 





0-7513 STUT~NSEE-8UECHIG, GERMANY 
EHIHUS -- S££ HUGHES 
GEC-ELLIOTT FROCESS AUTOMATION LTO 
CAMAC GROUP, 
NEH PARKS 
LEICESTER L£3 1UF, ENGLAND 
N HoLoGOR~ \ CO 
HERNHER-V-B~AUN STRASSE 18 
D-8011 PUTZBRUNN BEI ~UNCHEN 
GRENSON ELECTRONICS LIMITED 
LONG MA~CH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE 
HIGH MARCH ROAD, DAVENTRY 
NORTHANTS NN11 4HQ, ENGLAND 
HANS KNUERR KG 
AHPFII~GSTRASSE 27 
D-80DO HUENCHfN 8, GER~ANY 
HIGH ENERGY i NUCLEAR EQUIPH~NT SA 
2 1 CHEMIN DE TAVERNAY, 
CH-1218 GRAND-SACONNEX, SWITZERLAND 
HUBER+SUHNER LTD 
CH-9lcC HERISAU SWITZERLAND 
N MICROHGDE PRODUCTS INC. 
8~00 N.~AGNOLIA AVENUE 
SANTEE CALIFORNIA 92071 USA 
HUGHES MICROELECTRONICS LIHITEO 
CLIVE HOUSE 
12-18 QUEENS ROAD, WEYBRiaGE. 
SURREY, ENGt.AND 
HYTEC ELECTRONICS 
COU~T ROAD, HAIOENHEAD 
BERKSHIRE SL6 8LQ, ENGLAND 
I ~ 0 E X 0 F H A N U F A C T U R E R S 
• ' • ~ ¥ • • • ~ • • • • • • ~ + • • ' 
lOAS (INFOR~ATIONS-, DATEN- UNO 
AUTOHATIONSSYSTEHE) GMBH 
KORIHARKT 9 
0,;.6250 LIHBlJRG/l.AHN 1 GERMANY 
IMHOF-BEOCO STAN~ARO P~OJUCTS LTD 
C ASHLEY WORKS, ASHLEY ROAD 
UXBR!OGE, MIDDLESEX EhGLAND 
INDUSTRIAL FABRICATI~G COMPANY 
62C t HOOOENO ROAD, STRATFORD 
CONNECTICUT Q6497 1 USA 
ItiFORHATEK 
Z.A. DE COUIHA"lOEUF, B.P. 81 
F-91401-0RSAY, FRANCE 
ITT CANNON - SEE CANNON 
JOERGER ENTERPRISES, INC 
32 NEW YORK AV~NUE 
HEST OURY • No Y • 11590, USA 
JORWAY CORPORATION 
27 BONO ST~EET, HESTBU~Y 
HE~ YORK 11590, USA 
K!llET!G SYSTEMS CORPORATION 
MARYKNOLL D~IIIE, 
POL ON 
NUCLEAR EQUIPMENT ESTABLISHMENT 
00-05& WARSAW, BIELANSKA 1 POLAND 
POHER ELECTRONICS !LONDON) LIMITED 
KINGSTON ROAD COMMERCE ESTATE 
L~ATHERHEAO,KT227LA,SURREY, ENGLAND 
PRECICABLE 
151, RUE MICHEL-CARRE 
F-95 101 ARGENTEUIL, FRANCE 
ROT. INGo ROSSELLI DEL TURCO 
ROSSELLO S.R.L. 
VIA OI TOR CERVARA,261 
CASELLA POSTAL£ 7207 ROMA NOHENTANO 
I-CI0155 ROM£, ITALY 
REALISATIONS ETUDES ELECTRONIQUES 
(R 2 E I 
ZONE D'ACTIVITES D£ COURTABOEUF 
F-91 4C3 DRSAY, FRANCE 
ROVSING -- SEE CHRISTIA~ ROVSING 
SAPHYMO-STEL 
29, AVENUE CARNOT 
91 3()2 MASSY, FRANCE 
LOCKPORT, IL. 60 441, USA C COMPTEURS SCHLUMBERG~R 
KIN!TIC SYSTEMS INTE~NATIONAL s.A. 
2-&, C~EHIN DE TAIIERNAY 
CH-1218 GRANJ SACONNEX CGENEVAI 
smTZEP.LAND 
KNUE~~- SEE HA~S KNUER~ 
LE CROY RESEARCH SYSTEMS COR 0 o 
L£ C~OY RESEARCH SYSTE~S COR~. 
7CC S. MAIN ST., SPRING JALLEY 
HEH YO~K 109r7, USA 
LE C"!OY RESEAo(.CH SYST£1-'S SA 
61, AV:NUE CASAl 
CH-1216 COINTI(i. r~, GE!IEVA 
SWITZERLAND 
LEMO SA 
CH-1111) MORGES, SWITzt:PLAND 
LEON:SCHE D~AHTHERKE A.G. 
ABHOLFACH 
D-85QO NURNSERG 1t G~RHAMY 
LP.S-~ECROY - SEE LECROY 
HETRI!1PEX 
P.o. 30:--: 202 
H-13•H BUDAPEST 621 HUNGliRY 
NUCL~A~ ENTERPRISES LIMITED 
BATH ROAD, BEEHHAH 
READI~~ RG7 5P~, ENGLAND 
NUCLCA~ ENTERP~ISES INC. 
935 TcP.HINAL W 1\Y 
SAN :~A~LOS, CALIFORNIA 9407!), U S A 
NUCLEAR SPECIALTIES INC. 
6341 SCARLETT COURT, DUBLIN, 
CALIFO~NIA 94 566, USA 
ORTEC :NCORPORATED 
SOFTRAP.E OEV, DIGITAL OATA SYSTEMS 
1D~, H:OLANO ~OAD, OAK RIDGE, 
TENNESSEE 3753J, U S A 
OP.TEG GMBH 
c Po. om: 8&0&r.& 
HERCOHER PLATZ 2 
BC O ~ MUNICH S6, GERMANY 
o. So Le 
18BIS, AV£NUE OU GENERAL DE GAULLE 
F-L6oJ40 LA TRINITE, FRANCE 
0 S _/IHLLSHER • QUICK -- SEE 0 S l 
RESPECTIVELY HILLSHER + QUICK 
PACKARD INSTRUMENT COMPANY,I~C. 
SUBSIDIARY OF A~BAC INOUSTRIES,INC. 
22CO WARRENVILLE RD.,OOHNERS GROVE, 
ILLI IlOlS &I! 515, USA 
ACQUISITION DE HESURES CNUCLEAIREI 
8.P. 54 (1 RUE NIEUPORTI 
F-78140 VELIZY-VILLACOUBLAY 
SEMRA-8ENNEY CELECTRONICSI LIM!T~D 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 
CHA IWLER'S F::J~D, EASTLEIGH, 
HAMPSHIRE SuS 5YY, ENGLAND 
SEtl E-.ECTROIJIQUE 
31,AVENUE ERNEST-PICTET, C.P. 57 
CH-1211 GENEVE 13, SWITZERLAND 
SENSION LII1l ED 
MANOR LANE, HOLMES CHAPEL, CREWE 
CHESHIRE CW4 8AB, ENGLAND 
SIEMENS AG 
B~P.EICH MESS- U~D PROZESSTECHNIK 
POSTFACH 21 1: ar 
D-7510 KA~LS~UHE 21, GERMANY 
S0CAPEX CTHOHSON-CSFI 
9, ~UE EDOUARO NIEUPOP.T 
F-92 153 SUP.ESNES, FRANCE 
SOURIAU ET CIE 




H~STPORT LAKE, CANAL LANE, 
TUNSTALL, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 
STAFFS ST6 ~PA, ENGLANJ . 
T':KTROI<IX, INC 
P.0.30X 500, BEAVERTON, 
O~EGON 97077, USA 
T~KTRONIX LIMITED 
P.u. BOX 36, ST. PETER PORT 
GUE~NSEV, CHANNEL ISLANDS. 
TELEFUNKEN - SEE AEG-TEL~FUNKEN 
ULT~A ELECT~ONICS CCOMPONENTSI LTD 
FASSETTS ROAO, LOUOWATER 
BUCKS. HP10 9UT ENGLAND 
KA~L WEHRMANN, INOUST~IEVERTR. 
SPALDINGSTRASSE 74 
0-200~ HAHBU~G 1, GEP.HANY 
WENZEL ELEKT~ONIK 
WARJEINSTRASSE 3 
D-6 JJC HUENCHEN 82, GERMANY 
HILLSHER ANO QUICK LTO 
HALROH, HIGHBRIJGE 
SOMERSET, ENGLAND 

